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1PIECE WORK SYSTEM OE LAMJEACTURIITG
.
Every superintendent of manufacturing, and in fact all those
who wake up the managing corps of a manufacturing institution, are
concerned with the problem, "A lower labor cost of production."
This is due to the sharp competition that exists today along all in-
dustrial lines of work and the imperative need of making the business
a profitable one.
Of all the outlets of money in an industry it is this-- the pay-
roll-- that the superintendent does and must guide and control.
The ways and methods promulgated and executed for the solution
of this most important and cardinal subject are many. Such are e\<er
changing, ever increasing, due to the marvelous and rapid strides or
advancements that are being made in the engineering world today.
l.odern and special machinery, high speed cutting tools of all
kinds, including both metal and wood, ingenious machine and "bench
been »- *
attachments, etc., -all these have and are changing the labor cost^
land often times several hundred per cent.
I Howeve^ a manufacturing plant may be complete in modern machin-
ery and appliances, the arrangement and installation of labor saving
devices may be perfect, yet with all this a minimum labor cost will
as
not and cannot be secured. until at such a time the employees are
ijguided and directed by some means or system in order that the employ-
|er may secure a good day's output of work, and thus a good return for
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money invested. For it is true that an operator of an old machine
and user of tools, will not deliver to his employer a maximum output
from a new machine or appliance, due principally to two reasons.
First, lack of knowledge of the increased effectiveness of new machin-
ery, and second, to avoid over-work as he may consider. This is true
in all cases and instances, as well of old and unchanged methods of
manufacturing as of new.
The laborer, the mechanic , and all have and do serve their own
personal interest "by always and unceasingly endeavoring to secure
the highest rate of wages for the least day's work.
It is such conditions that have led superintendents to realize
the need of putting forward and into operation some inducement, some
incentive, some force, or some system that will appeal to and compel
j
the workman to deliver to his employer a good day's work for a good
day ' s pay
.
Systems that have teen in-vented to secure this result set forth i
a relation "between output and earnings, the latter depending directly
up o n the fo rme r
.
It is true that theoretically a manufacturer would realize the
lowest labor cost by the pure and simple day work system, a system
that pays the workman according to the time he ray work, for the
reason that men will work for a lower rate cf pay under this system
than any or all ethers. In practice this system has been and is an
ignominious failure, and with it in force, the large manufacturer in
particular is burdened with the highest labor cost. He ma ,r scheme,
threaten and resort to all known and unknown ways in an effort to
force the workman to rapid work throughout the working hours, but all
to little or no permanent avail. The superintendent, his assistants,!)
I the foremen, and all concerned in the management a; exert this same
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effort, with the same result. For in the general make-up of the
laboring class, particularly the unskilled class, are men who serve
their own interest first and naturally so, for in following such a
course ^s hut the carrying out of the first lav/ of self preservation.
The piece rate system was inaugurated to meet this condition and!
to correct the existing evil. When this took place, the workman de-
manded more pay per day's work; he will and does advance the argument'
"I am compelled to do mere work per unit time, in return I demand
more pay." His argument has been conceded by the manufacturer and
rightly so, due to the man's increc'.sed efficiency. The system lias
wrought good to both employer and employee. It has resulted in a
lower labor ccst of production to the former and increased earnings
to the latter.
The piece work system has been expanded into 'various and varied
forms, some of which are :-
"Bonus System for Rewarding Labor", H. L. Gantt;
"Gift Proposition for Faying Workmen", Frank Richards;
"Gain Sharing", Henry R. Towne
,
"Premium Plan of Paying for Labor", F. A. Halsey
.
All of which are clearly defined in Fred Taylor's paper in
transactions A. S. M. E
.
, Vol. 24.
All these systems have been invented for the purpose of avoid-
i g the evils of the pure and simple Piece Work System. Such inven-
tions for such a purpose are open to criticism. for the reason that
generally it is proper and right to apply a remedy directly to the
cause of existing short-comings of a system. The question, "what
are these evils of the piece work system", should be asked and invest-
igated.' Then right those erroneous matters that prevent the success-
ful operation of the system; this before devising and using a system

4to av c i d
.
The past and e-ver present fault of the piece work system, as op-
erated today "by many and in fact most manufacturers, is not in the
system itself, but lies with those responsible for its application.
The usual practice is for a superintendant to order of his foremen
a reduction in piece work prices, this generally at the end of each
manufacturing season, thus forcing his foremen to rake a demand up-
on the men for concessions. The common proce lure in carrying out
such a plan is as follows :-The laborer or mechanic submits what he
will do the work for, the foreman looks it over and in most cases
will set a lower figure. The wrangle then begins, and generally
ends by the two splitting the difference.
In some cases this program is followed at each and every time,
that the piece worker may earn what his employer may consider high
wages. These ways of operating the piece work system I know to be
a fact, and to exist in many of the large industrial institutions
that I have visited and thoroughly inspected.
What is the natural result of all this The men and foremen
harbor an ill frame of mind, discontent is bred, men limit their
day's work, a.nd instead of increasing their efficiency, such will
become dormant or inactive, and in some cases, recede.
Again, men will be doing more like and si: ilar work for their
day's earnings than others, for it is perfectly true by the pursuit
of such a policy as herein and just noted, that some prices may be
unjustly low and others too high.
This fact becomes known to the men quicker than little realized,
for the same work may be done by different men at different times,
and it is then that the foreman is accused of partiality, a serious

5complaint and a difficult one to explain in relieving the men of
the idea.
It is these reasons that have often times condemned the piece
work system by "both men and the shop management. Why? All because
accurate knowledge of the situation, the questions, and all that
pertains to a proper and just day's work was not known.
I have always carried in mind Goethe's remarkable and strong
quotation, "Talent is developed in solitude, but character in the
world's strains of life", /long the same lines this can be anpli-
fied to apply to the shop manager. O.uestions are never settled un-
less settled right; it is the solution of details that solves, and
the full operation of these details masters the question.
At the time I was put in charge of the rate fixing department
at Deere & Co., the piece work system was in operation as just des-
cribed, with this difference :-all prices after the regular yearly
reduction were contracted for the issuing manufacturing year. This |l
company has two forms of contract as shown on plates 1 and 2. The
first is the workman's contract with the company when there is no
change in prices for the signer's work. The second is used to em-
brace changes made, by specifying on the blank side of the contract
or
those changes , referring to them, by writing "As per prices posted".
In this connection I wish to mention that all prices pertaining to
a department are posted in that department in blue print frames
with glass fronts. Such, a frame and specimen piece v/ork price sheet
are shown by photograph on plates 3 and 4. In this way men at all
tires have access to prices; such an arrangement is especially con-
venient for foremen, for they need not give any of their time to
informing old or now men concerning prices.

6Naturally, the piece work system as in operation was not satis-
factory. This was discovered and realized in two ways; first, the
company was spending large amounts of money each year for improve-,
rents, 'but with little gain made in lower labor cost or cost of pro-
duction, and generally but little gain in output of plant. This may
appear strange o t the face of it, will mention that detailed
illustrations will follow later in this paper. Second, by familiar-
izing ourselves with prices, methods, wages and production of ether
manufacturers. Included in the list -ere companies who had not
ra.de the extended improvements that we had, yet whose labor cost
was just as low or lower, and earnings of men, approximately the
same
.
These two strong and non-suppressible evidences led to a close,
thorough and deep study of the situation, and brought us face to
face with the problem, "what to do". This problem was assigned to
the writer.
My previous experiences while Master 1 echanic of the Acme Har-
vester Co. pertained more to methods of manufacturing rather than
to prices.
The piece work system was operated by that company in the same
and usual faulty way as has been suggested. So a thorough invest-
igation was conducted in search of s. reliable labor wage system and
for one that would be applicable to the plow business; a business
made up of an almost infinite number of details and conditions.
This investigation was carried on vigorously for a period ex-
tending over three months and included a study of all syster s re-
lating to the labor wage question, and where possible the actual
results of the practical application of those systems.
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the pure and simple piece work system, out properly apply it "by the
use of Mr. ?red Taylor's system of elementary timing investigation
of all the work; and further, after prices were determined in this
way, these were to be contracted as in trie past and to remain con-
stant for all time tc ccme
,
rega.rdless of the earnings of the men,
with certain provisos as will "be menti oned
.
Further, all prices tc he figured upon a certain rate, this
rate depending upon the amount of skill required "by the work and
upon local conditions. The la-t:er consideration was especially
Important, for it is true that a manufacturer will have to pay tp-
proximately the rate of wages for a certain class of work equal to
that of his neighbors. However, this rate can generally be reduced
by having improved conditions as compared with other local manu-
facturing institutions.
Will mention in this connection that the basis of labor wage
or rate can be governed by the considerations just noted, except
when such are governed by unionised labor.
r
Further it was decided to inform the men involved by new prices
what this rate was. and to guarantee that a man of average ability
cculd earn the rate-- this to hold true at all times and to be in-
cluded in the workman's contract. To cover this, we now write upon
the blank side of the contract the rate at which prices are based
and guarantee the same. This policy has been, and rightly so,
strictly carried out in all cases. Still further, these decisions
arrived at concerning the adopted system were clearly and promis-
cuously published and circul ted, and the men strongly impressed
that such was going to be the policy of the company, and especially
that wages earned higher than, the rate upon which prices were

8based would lead to no reduction in price, but would lead the company
to realize that such men were of unusual skill and the company would
show preference in retaining such men permanently, rather than
others w" o had not displayed skill in that way.
Rates are mentioned and guaranteed for the purpose of not lead-
the men to believe that the company is assuming a despotic and there
fore unfair position, but that the company was willing at all times
to prove the correctness of the investigation and the prices set.
Such a position to assume by a company in the operation of the
system herein described, is absolutely the strongest one to adopt
and will and must appeal to all men, the fairness of the sane
.
If the reader will pardon the digression, I will mention the
saying as quoted by Abraham Lincoln "Let us remember that right
makes might, and let us to the end, dare to do our duty as we under-
stand it".
If manufacturers would follow this rule instead of the one that
might makes right, there would oe no need of unionized labor
To return to the subject, I am safe in saying that ever.'- two out
of three prices that ha^e been set by the system now in use, have
required the attention of the writer or his assistants to stav
with workmen, manage the details of the work, show him where he is
losing time and how to gain time, to do the work, and how to come
up to a c ::ood day's work and become an efficient man. At tiies, by
keeping in such close contact with the operation of the system,
errors of assumptions and calculations have been discovered. In
such cases tie error is frankly and openly acknowledged, the mis-
take remedied at once, and any loss in wages or time that the work-
man has suffered, is immediately rade good.

As an illustration, it h; s happened that a workman has worked
along for several weeks, doing his ver," "best as he knows how, and
in a conscientious way, out is unable to earn the guaranteed rate.
This may e due to the rate fixing department not having the time
to take the matter up, or due to the tii idity of the man. In such
cases if the cause is an error, the loss entailed "by the man in
dollars and cents is made up to him in a lump sum.
Tiie result of this can easily be conceived, which is the estab-
lishing of the strictest confidence between employer and employee.
It has happened that an error is discovered during this putting
into operation of the new price that favors the man, For this con-
dition of affairs we have not made the rule work both ways but have
followed this course : --Explain in detail to the workman that such
has been found and the correction is made to t ake effect at the be-
ginning of the following manufacturing season. Such mistakes are
very unfortunate ones to make, for with some men, regardless of
what you may say or do, a shadow of doubt will exist in their minds
|
in regard to the constancy of price. For this reason the timer and
all associated with the operation of the system as herein noted,
must have accuracy as the watch word.
Still further in regard to the adoption, and operation of the
system, it was decided to insist upon the men earning the rate guar-
anteed. This was done and is being done for the purpose of reeding
out workmen below the average skill and t .us keep the whole working
|
force upon an efficient basis, and keep each man's neighbor or co-
worker a good example to himself J and again for the purpose of keep- 1
ing up the man's daily production.
So it will be seen that a new price, when once set, does not "be— It

come permanent until the employee involved earns the rate that the
price is "based upon. At which timeas previously mentioned^ it becomes
constant with this proviso :--The company reserves the right to
change methods of manufacturing at any time; to follow up such
changes with changing prices involved or - "fected, at once. This
is a right that a company should have in order to realize the full
effects and advantages of improvements and their corresponding ex-
penditures, and is a right that no union or employee should deny,
but instead should co-operate with. To carry out this policy at
Deere & Co.'s plant no trouble has arisen, for the affected prices
have been re-determined in the same way as the superseded prices.
Changing prices to conform to change of methods of manufactur-
ing must be done honestly and accurately. To perform the latter is
generally a matter of simple calculation, for the true value of all
elementary operations of the work involved by the change is known
and recorded through the elementary timing system. In this connec-
tion will mention that when the manufacturer investigates the minut-
est details of all various operations to complete his product, I
believe it is safe to say, that all will discover immediate errors
of methods, unnecessary operations, useless and waste expenditures
of money, all 6f which will result in a program of change of methods
that will require many years to carry out, and the carrying out of
such a program resulting in a saving of large amounts of money.
All of this being particularly true when the rate fixing and
methods of manufacturing departments are closely associated.
At the start we conducted the rate fixing department as a dis-
tinct and separate one. However, in a short time, after minute
timing investigations were in progress, questions of method were
as numerable as questions of prices, consequently from that time to
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this, these two departments have been conducted as one, which ar-
rangement has proven par excellence. Our men that attend to the
timing operations are impressed with this one idea, and that is to
make and carry out the work of timing to pertain to "both method and
actual time to perform the operations of the work.
The men that we have delegated to this work have been up to the
present time nigh grade technical men, men whom we give every at-
tention to develop into the details of the business; give them con-
siderable latitude and sustain them in their work, ever mindful of
looking after their experience in such ways as having them step into
the ranks of the workmen and perform their work; give them the ex-
perience of an assistant foreman, etc.; and both the superintendent
and assistant superintendent keep in contact and watch the details
of their work.
All of this development is necessary for the successful opera-
tion of the piece work system as described in this paper, especially
so when associated with the department of methods of manufacturing.
the
For the reason that writer has brought together and operated these
two departments, in this paper will be given many illustrations of
methods developed, which were indeed a direct consequence of the
timing system; these I put in for the aid of the student and beginner
in following up lines of work pertaining to labor wage systems, and
dc so for the purpose of suggesting to the same, a few of the obser-
vations that they should make in conducting such work.
I have operated the piece work system herein described in no
way connected with premium s; stems. Up to two years ago in a few
isolated cases, a premium system was used, but such never appealed
to the men, and men showed a distinct preference for the pure and

simple piece work system. For this reason, premium systems made no
advance as regards expansion in the plant after such were started.
No premium system ever devised was ever any more proof against
cutting of earnings than the piece work system. In addition to this
faulty and ruinous operation of these systems, all premium systems
can he legitimately and severely criticised for the reason that as
a man's output increases "beyond the average day's work, he is paid
less per piece and instead of his earnings "being at all times in
direct proportion to his day's work or to the number of pieces per-
taining to an operation beyond the average day's work, such becomes
an indirect proportion.
This amounts to the fact that the more the employee gains in
daily productiveness and efficiency, the more he is fined; in other
words, he is compelled to share with his employer the profits of his
own increased efforts, "but surely a profit that belongs to the w or i-
man and the workman alone. Such unfairness is not imposed upon shop
men working under the piece work system. These criticisms of the
premium plans of wage payment I believe are almost universally
known by employers and shop managers; and I further believe that
when such have been installed, the purpose has been for deception
and endeavor to lead the workmen to believe, that by its use he will
be freed from the apparent monstrosities of the piece work system
when operated by whims and notions of the men involved. Such a
course followed may be temporary relief; however, the deception, the
imposition, the serious faults of the system are bound to become
recognized by the workmen in their true light. It is such a climax
e.
that lea,ds to striks and justly so. We expect, require and demand
fairness and honesty of the men who work for us, and it is strictly
up to the employer to return the compliment
.
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As regards constancy of piece work prices and rates upon which
they are figured, my reader may suggest that such a program is im-
-
possible to follow due to changing conditions as a result of polit-
ical upheavals, internal and external strifes and other dire calam-
ities, all of which disturb the country's condition and affect its
prosperity.
All such changes do and have happened and are likely to do so
for all ages to come, and hence must be conceded. Again such changes
are generally beyond the control of both employer and employee, and
do result in industry conditions being disturbed and this renders
the necessity of adjusting prices and rates to conform to the new
conditions brought about. We cannot deny these facts and these
possibilities that are bound to create a disturbance in our indust-
rial institutions, and cannot escape the problem of solution to
me e t such chang e s
.
Personally, I have never been called upon to adjust prices and
rates to meet such situations, but would follow this course if oc-
casion demanded:- I would appeal to the men's sense of justice,
clearly and minutely explain causes and reasons; impress upon them
the forcible fact that a continuance of the business, a continuance
of their and their employer's daily living depended upon the propos-
ed adjustments, rendered and brought about by circumstances beyond
our control. And guarantee and assure that all prices set and based
upon the new rates should be constant; should be determined in an
accurate, scientific, and strictly fair and just v/ay, after a manner
that the piece work system is operated at present by the writer at
Deere & Co.'s plant. Such an appeal would reap results, for such a
course I have followed successfully in establishing new prices on
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work that has been done under old conditions for many years with
no change in price hut now under new conditions due to shop improve-
ments
.
Thus after the above discussion, it will be seen that constancy
of price, as meant in this description of the successful operation
is
of the piece work system which is the subject of this paper, con-
stancy of prices as determined by elementary time study at all or
any time, regafdless of the wage worker's earnings for the same
industrial condition.
In this connection I will mention that advanced prices in mat-
erials and supplies to the manufacturer do not disturb, and should
not disturb, rates in the shop, for invariably such advances are
taken care of by increased price of product to the consumer.
Mr. Taylor's paper, Shop Management, explains the principle of
elementary timing of work, and gives a few illustrations of its ap-
plication to some classes of work at the Midvale Steel Co. This
paper will describe in lengthy detail how such has been applied to
the plow business; will state the innumerable ways and means adopted
to secure accurate timing; the way that this system has been applied
to meet an almost indefinite number of details as exist in this bus-
iness; the results gained; the way in which workmen were handled and
governed during the process of investigation and during the period
that the new prices were being put into full operation. Such de-
tails as will be herein noted were developed as the system progress-
ed; were developed as the study of the work advanced, for no pub-
lication exists of which the writer knows that could have mapped
out the work as conducted. It is for this reason that such details
are enumerated, and without a particle of hesitancy, will state
that the system can be carried out in the same way by any manufact-

u rer of farn machinery. As regards following such a program in
other lines of manufacturing, I can see no reason why success would
not reward the effort.
At this point it is necessary to state local conditions, for
such have a direct effect upon rates and procedure of establishing
pri ces
Moline is an industrial center, a manufacturing town in every
sense of the word, and a town made up of old, large and strong in-
stitutions. Wages are high, due to the location of the Government
Works on Government Island, known as Rock Island Arsenal, and the
extensive main shops of the C. R. I. & P. R. R. ; and again due to
three large competitive plow manufactories in the same vicinity.
Good workmen, and especially mechanics, are generally in demand
the year around. In view of this last named condition, in proceed-
ing with an adjustment of prices by any method, it necessitates the
utmost careful handling in order to keep the older men and the mech-
anics
.
As regards unionism, the Tri-Ci ties ,- Davenport , Rock Island and
Moline, were up to a few years ago controlled by them. All the var-
ious trades were organized and not only the mechanics and skilled
labor, but the semi-skilled. Finally conditions became unbearable
to the manufacturers, for a continuance of the same would event-
ually mean ruination. At this time the Tri-Ci ty manufacturers were
organized and unions were fought to a finish, and today with the
exception of the R. I. R. P.. shops, all shops are open shops. The
principles of this association are printed on the tack of each work-
man's contract, (shown on plates 1 and 2,) and the workman in sign-
ing this contract by so doing agrees to accept and abide by those
principles
.
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This Manufacturer's Association is an active one and is the safe-
guard to the whole industrial makeup of this vicinity.
The piece work system herein described was first applied to the
Plow Bottom Pitting Department for these particular reasons :--First
,
large sums of money had "been expended in making improvements in
manufacturing the various parts that go to make up the plow bottom,
especially so in regard to the forge and tempered parts, hut no
results had ever been derived, either in decreased labor cost or
increased output per man. Second, the department was setting a
limit to the output of the whole plant. Third, foremen and assis-
tants all claimed conditions and work did not warrant a reduction
in prices, and further such a program could not be carried out.
Fourth, the shop management could detect no great less of time by
workmen by walking through the department and taking frequent and
casual observation. Fifth, the workmen's earnings as a whole were
reasonable and just for this class of work, and compared very favor-
ably with that as earned by the same class of men employed by local
competitive companies, and further the quality of the work was per-
fectly satisfactory, and passed the regular ard required inspection.
Naturally this question arose before the minds of the management
Where and how to get the returns for improvements and expenditures
for the same? A careful and close investigation of all the details
of the department's work was decided upon and this investigation tc
be conducted along the lines adopted by Mr. Pred Taylor in his in-
vestigation and reorganization of the IVjdvale Steel Co., and thus
endeavo:-- to apply such a system with necessary alterations to meet
the conditions and needs of the plow business.
The Plow Bottom Pitting department is
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the department where all work is carried on pertaining to the fit-
ting and assembling of all parts constituting the plow "bottom, these
parts "being chiefly share, moldboard, frame or frog, and landside.
Due tc the great variety of bottoms manufactured by the company, it
was generally conceded that it required four years for a fitter's
helper to become a fitter, and thus become acquainted with the work
in all its details, for due to existing ways of the work, a fitter
had to know the construction of one and all bottoms that he received
orders for. It will be understood this was no easy task when it is
mentioned that the variety of plow bottoms exceeds over 1500 and the
necessary gages, templets, jigs and forms for fitting the same re-
quire about 5000 in number and again these gages, etc. were promis-
cuously distributed about the department. No system, classification
or index was kept by the company as to their use or location, all
such knowledge being carried in the minds of the foremen and Ten.
The personnel of this department was, without an exception, from
foreman down to floor sweeper, Swedes, and not only connected intim-
ately through nationality, but religion, friendship and relation-
ship. The full force and power of such bonds and intimacy was dis-
covered as the investigation progressed. All work was done piece
work, the prices for which had been established in former years by
the foreman of the department. The work was performed by gangs com-
posed of two men, namely, fitter and helper, the company paying the
fitter actual earnings determined by the work and prices and he in
return paid the helper any per cent that he felt disposed to pay,
the division of work or pay being in no wa, managed by the company.
This was a serious mistake as discovered later, for three rea-
sons. First it was a direct cause for requiring four years to be-
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come a fitter, for the helper's advancement was controlled by the
fitter himself, and thus his efficiency limited. Second, unfair
division of amount of work and earnings. Third, mismanagement "by
the fitter led to unnecessary delays by causing one or the other of
the gang to lose time, for the method pursued was this : --Either
fitter or helper v/ould perform a certain series of operations and
pass the plow bottom to the other, who in turn v/ould add anoMier
series of operations, invariably, as was discovered by the invest-
igation, this division of work was indeed very unequal, all of
which led to decreased output and earnings for both men.
As regards the first reason above mentioned, the practice was
for the purpose of deception, which was practiced so as to lead the
management to think and believe that the character of the work was
such as to require great skill and long period of preparation on
the part of the apprentice to become a full pledged fitter. All
this was for the purpose of keeping the rate of wages for the work
high and again to render the fitter's position secure by placing the
company upon a distinctly dependent position.
There was but one evidence that p] ices were not right, all fit-
ters earned the same, thirt.y cents per hour, at all times and at
all kinds of work, and this regardless of time spent upon the work.
For illustration, if a fitter lost a day or two days a week, his
earnings were the same as when he worked full time. Such was and
may always be taken as a strong suggestion that all is not right.
The reader will fully realize now the strong position held by
the men of the department, and to introduce a stop watch into the
department was a serious and important question as regards v-ays and
means to carry out such a plan, and not for this particular depart-
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merit alone, "but for the plant itself. It is a hazardous task to
time workmen, especially skilled ones, and the timer and the manage-
ment in connection with operating such a system will always have to
display good judgment and carry out the work diplomatically.
Skilled workmen are generally more sensitive than unskilled, for
the}/ generally interpret timing of their work as a reflection upon
their integrity, honesty and loyalty to the com] any 's interest. In
all shops there are good men having every requisite of a loyal and
industrious man and the company and the timer must recognize this
fact, and in dealing with such men, a heart to heart talk on common
and mutual ground is the "best thing to dispel this anxiety upon the
part of the workman.
It was deemed wise before starting the new piece work system in
the fitting department, to call the men of this department together
and explain in detail the program that the company intended to follow
7
for the purpose of investigation.
This was done, and "both the superintendent and writer made the
explanation. Naturally the men defended their position and assured
us they were working hard for a fair day's pay. This we in turn con-
ceded, out added hereafter the company intended to and was compelled
to carry on an aggressive policy of improving methods of manufactur-
ing so as to increase the shop production and thus meet the string-
ent demand for the company's product; that the proposed investigation
was for this purpose, the purpose of gaining a true insight into the
details of the requirements for further improvements. Going into
such detail as thisi-^we want to know why every blow of the hammer is
necessary, the cause of every stroke of the chisel and file, the
reason of every delay, and not only delays amounting to minutes, hut
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delays amounting to seconds. We further presumed that . there are
many misfits of parts due to errors of patterns, dies, or poor work-
manship performed in some other department. It is these that we
particularly want to correct and to take up with you. Most of you
have "been closely associated with this work for years, and undoubt-
edly "by co-operating with us at this time could offer many valuable
suggestions which we ask for. We fully realize that you consider
this work all for the purpose of extensive reduction in price and
earnings. As regards prices, we cannot at this time state what the
result will "be; the investigation will cover, answer and decide thatl
question, however, all resulting changes will be just to one and
all, "both men and company. And further, if any prices are found
low, they will "be increased in the same wa;y as high prices will be
reduced. As regards earnings or rate, for a good day 1 s work we will
guarantee for all work re-adjusted, a piece work rate of thirty
cents per hour to fitter, and twenty-seven and one-half cents per
hour to helper."
Stating the rates had a marvellously good e feet, and mention-
ing and impressing them with the fact that the investigation was
particularly for methods and errors got some of the men interested
who began to discuss faulty work, apparent errors, etc.
I have generally found it best to talk matters over with the
men, either
. collectively or individually, before proceeding with any
radical departure from the old way of procedure. In this way, con-
siderable valuable information can be obtained, also the confidence
of the men; however, at no time or place being diverted from carry-
ing out the system herein enumerated. Once the system started,
it should be applied in the same way to all men, for ti js reason-
\
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men that are "being timed often ask the question :- "Why time me on
this line of work, and not the other fellow." He will suggest that
he is just as honest as the other which may he perfectly true. The
only answer to make is that eventually as time permits, the system
will embrace every detail of manufacturing. This is the fair and
just course for the company to pursue. Often men have presented to
the management a scale of new prices representing a large per cent
of reduction jus', for the purpose of avoiding a detailed investi-
gation of their work; it is a great temptation not to accept such
propositions when made, nevertheless a company will profit finan-
cially and sustain the men's confidence by expending the money and
time to carry out the program complete.
Such an instance occurred during the investigation of the Fit4
ting Department. After the work had progressed three weeks, the men
got together and offered to the company through the foreman, a vol-
untary reduction of 16^ on the principal line of plows if the in-
vestigation would be stopped. This offer was rejected. A second
voluntary reduction amounting to 32/£ was presented in the same way
after another three weeks work of investigation had been conducted.
This offer suffered the same fate as the first. And well it was,
for the company profited by finishing the work started and the re-
organization resulted in perfect fairness in all details to both
company and men.
The time investigation of plow bottom fitting was conducted as
follows. All the various gangs of fitters were timed for the same
work and for the most important series of plow bottoms built. The
timing period extending from beginning to end-i.e. the fitter would
start, say twenty-five hot torus- every second of the time taken to
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complete the order was accounted for whether a necessary or unnec-
essary delay. In other words, we determined exactly how the time
was consumed. The work was divided "by the timer into its elements,
such as time to holt together parts, if more than one bolt; each
holt timed; time to hammer or rivet the holt head; time to tighten
the nut; time to remove nut from holt as received from the holt
makers; elementary time to form, fit, grind, chisel, etc., of all
parts requiring the same,; time to handle the parts; time to get
supplies, dress emery wheel, and maintain bench tools, etc.. These
elementary operations of the detail time numbering as high as seven-
ty five for a single plow bottom.
In this connection I would advise those entering into this line
of work to divide the work up into short operations J hy so doing
more accurate and satisfactory results will he obtained for two
reasons. First, such will facilitate separating necessary from
unnecessary delays of detail time from complete time operations.'
Second, by following such a course the timer will within a compar-
atively short time be able to analyse similar work and estimate a
very close price without actual timing.
To illustrate the first reason:- Presume the operation of bolt-
ing two parts together with two bolts was timed as one operation.
Now if the workman should stop during the operation to converse with
his neighbor, to rest or be delayed in some way, this delay would
necessarily have to be deducted from the time of the whole operation
and further such deduction would have to be accurately and quickly
done so as to catch the following operation. Now if this work had
been divided into smaller elements, such delays need not have been
subtracted to eliminate them from the detail time.
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As regards the second reason:- A close observer, "by storing
away in his mind all he has seen and timed, will surprise himself
and all others to find how easily it is to analvze similar work
and do so quite accurately. The "beginner will at first think the
data of the system a labyrinth of mixed details with no "head or
tail", and a seemingly impossibility ;,o get consistent results.
Time of work is divided into two classes, viz., detail time and
complete time. The former defined, means actual time required to
do the work itself; the latter, as time required by all necessary
upon
delays attendant the work itself. Such delays are rest periods,
delays occasioned by maint e nance of tools and machines used in
connection with the work itself; delays occasioned by movement of
stock and supplies; delays caused by receiving of instructions per-
taining to the work, and all such delays intimately connected, but
having an indirect relation to the actual work itself, for the
greater amount of time consumed by such delays, the less number of
detailed operations that the workman can perform in a unit of time.
In other words, complete time is made up of time that the workman
has no direct control of; however all such being necessary, as a
result of physical requirements and of shop management, and again
for which the company has to pay. The timer must always bear in
mind this distinction and govern his data accordingly.
The form used by Deere & Co. and designed by the writer for the
purpose of timing and recording the data is shown on plate 5. This
form has proven very convenient and to meet all needs. For conduct-
ing the timing investigations these forms, several in number if
need be, are placed in leather bound covers and secured to the same
by the four corners and a rubber band passing around the fold of
the covers and forms. J
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As regards the stop watches, two in number are generally used,
and are held in the palm of either hand, a watch being of such size
that it does not interfere with one's writing when holding pencil
and watch in the same hand. We have found such an arrangement more
convenient and accurate than the combination watch case and data
"book as described in Mr. Taylor's paper on S'^op Management. The
timer will be compelled in following different elements of work to
make almost instantaneous watch readings in order to catch success-
ive and following detail operations with the least possible error.
The timing in the fitting department, and as conducted at the
present date throughout the plant, was done so, known and unknown
to the workman, for the purpose of checking results; the method to
be adopted in all cases must be determined by the timer's judgment
of the work and the man doing the work, but when in any doubt what-
ever he should apply both methods.
As regards the securing of accurate detail time and complete
time, one of the most important questions that will arise in the
mind of one attempting the piece work system herein described. I
shall answer this question by illustrating in detail the course
pursued to secure such in the fitting department.
During the whole period consumed by the investigation the men
did not and would not, exceed their regular and past earnings,
which was evidence of a prearranged limit set and followed by the
men, not only the year of investigation, but in past years. The
writer bribed, threatened, pleaded and tried all diversq.means to
destroy the limit as being rigidly followed. However, all to no
avail, for the men ii ag^ned by following such a course, that such
would pro"Ye their contention that prices and day's work were just
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and good.
Although the men did and will deceive the company in time re-
quired to complete an operation and do so exceedingly cleverly, no
workman can deceive all the time in performing the elements of that
complete operation. Such is an impossibility for any man to do
unless he should have himself governed "by a stop watch in the hands
of a dictator who would call off the seconds as when to start and
to stop, he working conscientiously in the meanwhile. It is this
one fact that makes the system a successful one, and a fact true at
all times under all conditions.
As investigation progressed in the Fitting department, the sit-
uation "became quite critical; the men held regular stated nightly
meetings; they secured a past assistant superintendent of the com-
pany to organize them and help win the fight . All this and more
suggested to us a rejection of the new reorganization and prices
when the same took effect, which was to be the following manufactur-
ing year. The men's contract, however, prevented them from taking
action during the year of investigation.
To meet these conditions the company assumed that there would
either "be a strike or all the old fitters and helpers would quit;
V/e laid our plans accordingly. The writer made many trips to other
cities and selected with the greatest of care first class and re-
liable "bench men. All of these men were informed of the true con-
dition of affairs and the position as was to "be assumed and main-
tained "by the company. Such arguments in connection with a guaran-
tee of higher wages and steadier work secured a good force of such
men. These men were put to work, one and two at a time, as helpers
to the old fitters, though no old men were laid off to accomplish
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this, and such additions meant increase of force. A's the new men
were securing their training which was extended over a period of
about four weeks, the writer to check all data concerning plow bot-
tom fitting and thus render the company's position secure, familiar-
ized himself with every detail "by performing personally the work
itself. As a result of this and a close study of the data we came
to the conclusion that we could make full fledged plow fitters in
about three week's time instead of four years. This was accomplish-
ed by organizing two large crews of men, and so dividing the work
that each man would have but a few operations to perform, at the end
of which he would pass the parts to his neighbor and so on to the
last man who would place the finished bottom on the floor ready for
inspection. Thus instead of one man learning say seventy-five op-
erations he only learned ten or less. These crews the writer organ-
ized by taking our new men and adding a sufficient number of our
best and willing roustabouts to complete the crew. For by dividing
up the work so fine, series of operations were so grouped that the
simplest and those requiring no skill came together and thus for
the performance of these a common laborer would do, and did do, just
as well an a skilled mechanic. One crew was organized to build one
class of plows, and a second crew to build another class, both
classes embracing about 80°i of the total output of all plows built
by the company. Each crew was put under a contractor who had charge
of the work and men. However, both contractors and men were govern-
ed in all details by the writer. The workman of these crews did
their work at the new prices determined by the investigation, but
the contractor was paid on the basis of the then existing scale, so
he was the beneficiary by securing the difference, which indeed
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reached vast proportions. By following such a course, the company
fulfilled the terms of its contract "by not paying any less for the
work, and secured strong support and co-operation from the contract-
or, the latter particularly, due to the contractor's immense earn-
ings. At the start all men of the crew were guaranteed a certain
rate, said rate continued until they could earn a higher rate at
the prices given them for their particular operations to perform;
this guaranteed rate "being much lower than they could eventually
earn, and lower than the one the prices were "based on. Within less
than three weeks the men were earning more money than the old fit-
ters and doing first class work, and working at the new prices
which represented a reducing equal to about 35^. And toda;/ these
crews are doing "better work than the ccr pany ever received from
this department. All due to the simplification of the work, result-
ing in increased repetition of work per unit time, which is the
direct and perfect factor of increasing a workman's efficiency, all
other things being equal.
In managing the crews, every result of perfect shop management
was afforded. No expense was spared to install every convenience
"by way of supply of tools, arrangment of machines, special bench
fixtures, and attachments. Further, each man was instructed in
detail the time to perform each operation of his series, and how
--1 each was to be done, cr in other words the limits of variation
allowed. He was further instructed the amount of time allowed him
for rest, toilet, delays starting up in the morning and afternoon,
etc. ile was informed exactly what he was expected to do; what he
v/as paid for, and in return for following such a course and thus
making himself an efficient and valuable man, his earnings would
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be just as first class as his work, and such a program to be follow-
ed by him and such earnings to "be paid "by the company for all tines
to come with the proviso as has "been previously stated.
Further worlc was done to render the company ts position more
secure in preparation of the threatened strike "by erecting a tool
and check room, in which all tools, jigs, gages, templates, forms,
etc., were gathered together, classified, filed away, their purpose
and uses recorded; 8,11 of which were to "be checked out and in.
Such an arrangment eliminated the company's dependency from the
memory and minds of the men and foremen.
Still further to secure a safe guard so as to make possible the
construction of all kinds of plow bottoms by new men Instruction
Sheets were designed. A photo of one of these is shown on plate 6.
These sheets not only schedule the time and price for each and
every operation, but furnish the user with a complete list of all
materials, bolts, gages of all kinds, to be used in connection with
the plow bottom for which the Instruction Sheet was made out.
Again these Instruction Sheets manage the work as it is to be
conducted between fitter and helper, and thus they eliminate un-
necessary delays between series of operations as performed by the
two men. Such management increases the productiveness of the men
and divides the work between, the twc men equally and justly, and at
no time can one impose upon the other as was done in the past.
The reader may suggest that putting into the hands of workmen
such detailed instructions would result in confusion especially to
workmen of low intelligence. This result would be certain if such
instructions were distributed promiscuously amongst such a class of
workmen if the company did not take the time and spend the money to
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instruct the men thoroughly and in detail as regards the way to use
and apply such instructions to their work.
The men engaged in such work of personal instruction must dis-
play patience and bear with men possessing slow responding wits.
Again such time consumed should result in mo less of earnings to
the men, for losses in this way would antagonize and make the men
irritable, and would result in aversion to the work instead of co-
operation. To meet this condition we pay the workmen for all time
consumed in such detailed training and the men engaged in that v/ork
of training the workmen to adapt themselves to the new organization
and new requirements are authorized to allow personally such com-
pensations at any and all times.
The Instruction Sheets are checked in and out of the check room;
when checked, out they are inserted into a tin frame and covered by
a celluloid face. This allows the handling to be done by the work-
men without soiling.
These sheets have proved of inestimablevalue not only for the
purpose of meeting the conditions herein set forth, but for govern-
ing changes in prices due to change of methods of manufacturing.
For when such changes are made, and one or more operations are elim-
inated, the effect on prices is entirely governed by the informa-
tion that pertains to such work eliminated as specified on the
Instruction Sheet. Thus changes and their full value 'are known to
both workman and company. Such allows the company's immediate ad-
vantage of a change, and in no way affects the earnings of the men
or violates the terms of the contract. After a change lias been
decided upon and carried out, all affected operations on the Ins-
truction Sheet are ruled cut by a red line, and a notice inserted
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on the same line :- "Decision No. so and so". The company thus elim-
inates paying for the canceled operations, and the men do net per-
form those operations and maintain their earnings "by producing more
plow bottoms per day. This ;as proven a most excellent system, and
one that has now "been in operation for going on three years. For
the "benefit of those readers who wish to know more concerning the
Decision s, stem as installed by the writer in connection with the
piece work system herein described, I have inserted a brief of the
same at the end of this paper, and the forms used.
This system of Instruction Sheets for the use of the workman has
not been carried out in any other department for the reason that
the expense and time necessary for such has not been warranted,' due
to the reason we have not been compelled to meet any such conditions
in other departments as existed in the fitting department. However,
in order to readjust prices affected by change in methods of manu-
facturing such adjustment is regulaited by reference to the original
timing investigation sheet, (plate 5). These sheets being classifi-
ed, indexed and filed away in a cabinet for that purpose.
The ultimate effect of the investigation of the Pitting depart-
ment and in conducting the reorganization to meet the conditions as
herein set forth resulted in placing the company in an independent
position and the convincing of the old fitters that regardless of
their services plow bottoms would be built in the way and at the
prices determined by the elementary timing investigation. The men
fully realized this and at the beginning of the following manufact-
uring season, the new organization was accepted with no trouble
whatever, and "Goda2/ the men are earning on an average \2fo more than
they ever earned, and doing better work, and are better satisfied,
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and the company in turn is securing a good day's work for a good
day's pay. And thus the old adage that "right makes might" was
proven again.
As regards calculation of prices for fitting department let
$2.88 - Piece work rate. This is the average of fil-
ters rate (30/ per hour) and helper( 27-g-)
T - Total detail time per plow bottom, or total
actual time necessary to do the work itself.
.43 - / of T for all necessary delays of the com-
plete time,
x - price per plow bottom.
The formula
600 x x = 2.88
T x 1.43
is self evident, where 600 represents the total working day in
minutes. By transposing and reducing we get
x = . J048 x 1.43 T
To facilitate calculations of prices the curve of price and time
for fitting plow bottoms was constructed. This curve was plotted
on 18 x 26" co-ordinate paper, a photo of which is shown on plate
7. The curve serves a ready, accurate and quick means for such
calculations
.
A discussion of fo of time for delays will be treated later in
this paper.
In establishing prices for manufacturing work. one of the most
apparenttoiifficult problems is the requirement that prices shall
meet all conditions. For illustration if a workman received orders
to build one plow bottor his earnings per unit time would and could
not equal those when filling an order say for 100 bottoms, the price
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"being the same in each case. For it is a fact that changing from
one job to another results in loss of time. A change airways in-
volves different tools, jigs, dies, etc., different materials and
supplies and involves loss due to requirement of the workman to
familiarize himself with the change of work or jobs. The writer's
first attempt to meet such conditions was developed in the fitting
»
department. The attempt has proven successful, and the method as
developed for this line of work can be applied to all bench and
erecting work.
As noted on Instruction Sheet, plate 6, two prices will be
observed; one for the conditions that order twenty-five or more
bottoms for the fitter to construct, and the other for twenty-four
or less bottoms. The determination of these prices was by the tim-
ing investigation system. The resulting date, calculations, con-
clusions and allowable delays of such on investigation are as fol-
lows: The price for twenty-four or less bottoms was determined by
assuming that the fitters would average the construction of twelve
bottoms for such orders.
3 minutes- to change from one job to another.
5 " to get instruction sheet, gages, jigs, etc.
from check room.
5 " to study instruction sheet.
24 " to get supplies.
5 " to sort out numbered parts.
3 » to familiarize with job. (Equals lofi of 30, the
assumed average time to regularly complete one
bottom.
Total 45 " per bottom p---r change.
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There fore for twelve bottoms delay, 45 - « C i
'
-j-g - 3.75' per bottom.
For 25 bottoms delay 45 m , r _,
s-f * 1.80' per bottom.
Per cent Difference.
Difference:- 3.75 - 1.80 - 1.95 let equal 2": let x equal value
of the difference. Hence this formula is evident.
600 X x = 2.88
2 x .92 $
Ass ume price of bottom at 20 / for order of 25 or more. There-
fore for 24 or less price per bottom will equal 20.00 — .92 s 20.92
or 20.92 - 20.00
- 4.6$ let equal 5< difference.
20.00
It is true that by the use of only the two classes of prices
established to meet all conditions, the workman may not be able to
average the same earnings pe r unit of time during the day for all
conditions; however, he can and will maintain his weekly .earnings,
which is sufficient for all practical purposes.
In departments where changes of work or jobs are of frequent
occasion, and such changes involve considerable time, and are a
variable quantity due to changing and setting up of dies, gages,
etc., each change has a piece work price in the same way that the
is
work itself. Such a system particularly veil adapted to such work
as punch and shear and forge shop work, for the work is of such a
nature and variety that men may be required to make several changes
during the day. However, the system of separate prices for work and
changes will and does enable the men to earn their piece work rate
regardless of the number of changes ordered during the day's run,
or in other words earn the same rate if but one piece, say, is forg-
ed in certain dies as if one thousand pieces were forced. This is
a new system for taking care of conditions just set forth. At least
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I have never heard or come in contact with such. It is the general
custom with the management of the shop practice to include the cost
or time of changing in the piece work price of the article itself
or pay the workman for such changes or a certain number of them his
day work rate; all of which are indeed very unsatisfactory, and un-
fair, for under such conditions there will be more or less contro-
versies between foreman and men, the one demanding changes to ful-
fil rush orders, the other reluctantly acceding to such demands on
account of interference with earnings.
The met" od of applying this system of prices for changes to
punch and shear work will be treated in another portion of this
paper. However, the results of such an application are shown by
photograph of the prices determined on plate 4.
The determination of the complete time for a job calls forth
good judgment and sufficient shop experience in order to properly
determine what shall constitute a good day's work. It is necessary
i +
that the one whose duty is to determine piece work prices to know
the limit of physical endurance and the influence of environments.
The writer has gained the best of results by the following procedure
The timer notes and times all elements of the complete time, whether
unnecessary or necessary for each class of work. He stays with the
man or men that are performing the class of work under investigation
every minute of the working day. During this timing process the
men are generally allowed to work at their regular pace, for the
reason-after the system herein described is well established in a
plant that all elements of the Detail Time can generally be analyzed,
compared with, and corrected to conform to like elements of work
already proven by their successful operation. The data concerning
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the elements of the Complete Time aretho roughly studied, unnecess-
ary delays eliminated, rest periods properly adjusted, uncalled for
delays remedied "by proper department management, and all elements
i ade to compare with and be consistent with, all past and new prices
known
established. The correct time of the elements of Complete Time, the
per cent delays of this are easily determined by dividing the sum by
600- -the total number of minutes per working day of ten hours.
This percent is the percent of the Complete Time for all necessary
upon
delays attendant the work itself. Now it is evident that the Detail
Time has to bear and pay the corresponding labor cost of such de-
lays, this can be expressed analytically.
Let y * Detail Time
x = Complete Time,
z - % of Complete Time for delays
There-fore x - 2 X x f y
or x (1-Z) - y
y and z are determined by timing investigation and final proper
adjustment, the value of x is determined by above formula and is
one of the direct factors in the piece work price of a job.
As regards proper percent delays of Complete Time, the final
and proper determination for one factory would not apply to another
due to the many conditions that are influencing factors upon the
same, and not only shop conditions, but geographical location as
well. This percent varies at Deere & Co. fro v 10 to 40/? of Complete
Time for necessary delays. Rest periods from 35 to 120 minutes per
day. Following are noted two concrete cases that are in actual
use, and which will show the process of analyzing and determining
the elements of Complete Time.
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Elements of Complete Tine or necessary and allowable delays
attendant Bending Axles in Bulldozer.
Class--Axles requiring both hand and machine bending
.
Description of Elements. Time.'
Starting up in the morning includes
time required to heat furnace and stock;
to get and arrange trucks, change clothes
and all other preparation details 15' 00"
Starting up in afternoon, same elements
as morning start up; time required by
furnace to heat is less due to less
lapse of time in using furnace. 12' 00"
Rest and toilet periods-morning 40' 00"
Rest and toilet periods- afternoon 40' 00"
Checking work with pattern 9 ' 00"
Miscellaneous delays includes receiv-
ing orders and instructions from fore-
man, truck and material delays ~ 6' 00"
Maintaining machine includes tightening
bolts, oiling, etc. 5' 00"
Maintaining furnace includes adjusting burners 5' 00"
Quitting at end of morning 8! 00"
Quitting at end of afternoon includes
making out time slip -10' 00"
Total 150' 00"
Or 150 r 2bfi of Complete Time for unnecessary delays.
COO
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Necessary and allowable delays attendant Bradley Hammer Work--
Medium Weight Work that is run in heats.
Starting up in the morning
Rest period in middle of morning-
Maintaining dies
Maintaining machine
Miscellaneous delays
Quitting at end of morning—
Quitting at end of afternoon-
-20 00"
-15 1 00"
-20 1 00"
-20 1 00"
- o ' 00
"
- 8 1 00"
' 00"
-10 * 00"
-10 '00"
115 ' 00"
121
236 '
Sum of rest intervals during runs of 15'
ttion, 5' oer rest interval ( 600 - 115 -v-
20
0r 235 - 39 iM let _ 4o^' f Complete Time for
600
necessary delays.
The relation "between piece work rate andday rate rate is general-
ly not specific in plants operated "by the piece work system, for
the reason under such conditions the men so seldom have day work
that the subject has never been pressed or forced to an issue. How-
ever, it is advisable to have all day rates uniform and consistent,
so that when new men, start in at a day rate that is consistent with
the established rates, they will be able to earn a fair wage until
such a time that they are sufficiently familiar with the work to per
form it on a piece work basis. Again^ it is well to maintain as
great a difference between piece work rates and day work rates as it
is possible to do so; such an arrangement will act as an incentive
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to the men in performing their work--piece work, and instead of the
company continually forcing the operation of the system the men
will demand the same. For the "benefit of my readers who may he
interested in the pervailing day rates of wage earners, I herewith
insert such information as compiled "by the Bureau of national Cash
Register Cc. of Dayton, Ohio.
HIGHEST, LOWEST AND AVERAGE HOURLY RATE.
Highe st Lowe s
t
Average
.
Lathe hands-he s
t
. 365 . 18 . 276
Lathe hands- ordinary
. 305 . 15 . 228
Screw machine hands
Automatic . 333 . 107 .231
Hand . 305 . 10 . 209
Ti/Ti 1 1 i n cr I\ ! r> o Vi i n p h n n d R 30
. 083 207
Tlyi 1 1 T3 r* o a a h £5 T1 dXJ 1 J- J—L XI COO *lclilUO . 25 088 . 18
Vi c;p and 'Rpnfh- hand 'i
. 337 . 15 . 245
icqp rrV) 1 pro
. 325 . 15 214* £ ' -I- A
Mafihiniat He liters
. 224 . 125 . 166
T.m Vi n v n v <^
. 19 5 125 15°
20 125 . 161
25
. 114 181• JL. K.J _I_
St. nplc Vp P"nP r*s &Y\cl fT^ucrpq
.
265 ! 15 . 196
T n o ~\ tii a Vp tX \J U JL 1 1 ICk IXw A O 395 . 222 . 298
PutifiVi Prftss hands
. 25 085 . 183
Viii "Pf*p r*^ priH Pol i ^"h^r* c;XJ Ux 1 1 O CX 1 X V-A. X U X X u-iv 1 kJ 40 10• x w . 232
Pattern makers — wood
.A. V C V * A J- A J l_Ai — •—' A tw* V I V_/ \_r \-t .415* A. -A. « ' . 225 . 313
Pattern makers - metal . 375 .225 . 294
Blacksmi ths
. 375 .20 .274
Blacksmiths helners .24 .15 . 29 7
Tool Dressers .45 .205 .243
Mo ulders
Brass .332 .225 .246
Iron .46 .225 .289
Moulders helpers .20 .137 .161
Carpenter .35 .20 .241
Cao i net makers .30 .175 .253
Cutters .275 .20 .23
Stickers .275 .15 .21
Universal Woodworkers .262 .159 .209
Band and re saws .27 5 .135 .218
Friezers and Shape rs .275 . 20 .241
Planers .262 .15 .209
Sanders .25 .15 .195
Millwrights .40 .175 .269
Engineers .26 5 .20 .254
Fi reman .275 .15 .187
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The Piece Work System Applied to Drilling.
In a large manufacturing plant the question of drilling is a
rather important one. The amount of drilling done is sufficient to
warrant a very careful investigation, and the saving secured is a
rich return for the time and effort spent in the investigation.
In the fall of 1904 it was decided to make an investigation of
drilling as done at Deere and Co.'s shops in Moline, and establish
a correct system of prices. We began in the Fitting department in
whcih there are about ten drillers. A large part of the work comes
in comparatively small lots, and is, in consequence, changed around
more or less, so that each man has not a particular line of wor v
,
but the same work goes to different men at different tires.
In this work, as all other, consistency of prices throughout is
of the highest importance, both because of its advantage to the
company and in justice to the men.
An added difficulty presents itself, in the case of drilling,
as compared with other work, due to the fact that drilling is usual-
ly done in several departments of a plant under different conditions
as regards speed of drills, kind of drill presses, and arrangement
of work.
About six weeks were spent in the Pitting Department timing the
work. At the end of that time a thorough study of the data taken
was made. At first glance great discrepancies showed, up and on
further comparison of different kinds of work and observations of
different men on the same work, these appeared so numerous and large
as to cast a shadow of doubt over all that had been done.
The time for handling may be determined, relying upon judgment
to decide whether or not the man is doing the work at fair speed
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and whether he is doing any unnecessary work, or not doing it in the
"best way. When, however, we come down to the time for drilling,
the actual time that the drill is in the stock, one's judgment fails
There is 10 thing that we can see to inform us when the man is not
drilling at a proper speed, that is, forcing the drill through as
fast as it should go. Again a driller may sharpen his drills "better
than another. In short, one driller may drill very well, due to
"being timed, and another may drill more slowly for the purpose of
deep ti on or lack of proper knowledge how to use both machine and
tools, and the timer is unable to detect all such discrepancies by
anything that can be seen.
In view of these difficulties, we decided to conduct a series
of tests to determine, first, the proper number of revolutions for
different size drills in different kinds of stock. Second, the
quickest time in which the different size holes can be drilled in
different kinds of stock, durability of drill being considered.
Third, number of inches of stock that can be drilled without sharp-
ening drill, at the above speeds, in the different materials.
In carrying out these tests we first took the best regular
driller at our command and tried drilling at different speeds of the
drill and in different times. It soon developed that this would not
give us the results that we desired for there was no uniformity in
the times that we could get from his drilling. A foreman was tried
next. This man was an expert driller, and knew what we wanted and
was perfectly willing to do his best. After trying him for a day or
two, however, we were not much better off than before. At this
stage of the work we concluded that we could not get accurate re-
sults from observations of any regular driller, no matter how expert
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and conscientious the man may be; and decided to see what we could
do for ourselves. The results simply offer another proof of the
old adage "If you want a thing well done, do it yourself."
The materials used in the tests were soft bessemer steel, hard
open hearth steel (40 to 50 carbon) , malleable iron, hard grey iron,
soft grey iron and wrought iron. To these was added later by a
similar series of tests, hard bessemer steel ( 54 carbon.)
Soap water was used for lubrication. This was run from a tank
set on a table above the drill, through an ordinary gas pipe, with
a nozzle on the end, and this stream controlled by a cock, played
upon the drill continuously druing the drilling. The soap water
is made as follows:- eight dipper fulls ( 12-g- quarts) of Viscosity
Cutting Compound (made by the Cataract Refining & Manufacturing Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.) are put in a tank of 170 gallons capacity, and three
pail fulls of hot water are thrown on it; this is stirred until the
compound is dissolved, and then the tank is filled with cold water
and is ready for use.
Whitman & Barnes drills were used, and both foot and hand lever
drills. Although in some classes of work, there is some difference
in the time for handling when foot and hand lever drill presses are
used, there is no difference in the actual time required to drill
the holes. However, for test purposes, the hand lever drill is r ore
satisfactory because it allows more accurate control cf the time of
drilling the holes.
The sizes of trie holes drilled ran from l/S" to 11/16" and in-
cluded the following l/6", 3/l6", 1/4", 5/16 " , ll/32", 13/32",
15/32", 17/32", 9/16" and ll/l6". The intention at first was to
run all the testscn 1/4" stock, but by means described hereafter,
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differences due to difference of thickness of stock, are taken care
of.
Our immediate object was to determine the time to drill per
l/l6" of stock drilled for the different size cf holes in the dif-
ferent kinds of stock, always "bearing in mind the durability of the
drill. We fixed 100 holes as the number to expect from all sizes
of drills in soft bessemer steel, wrought iron, soft grey iron, and
1
malleable, and 50 as the number to require of all sizes in hard
open hearth and hard bessemer steel, and hard grey iron.
We proceeded to determine the time per l/l6" thickness of stock
drilled. and although at first the results obtained, even when drill-
ing ourselves were far from consistent., by repeated trials we fin-
ally got a series of points sufficiently regular to enable us to
plot curves, as shown on plate 9.
The shape of the curves is a regular increase of time per l/l6"
from 3/l6" drill up, but below the time is more. If all sizes of
drills were proportional in strength and stiffness^ the curves should
be practically straight lines. However, this proportion seems not
to exist
7
for as we come down the curves the drills become weaker
and more care is required to prevent breaking. This shows itself
by the gradual bending of the curve away from a straight line, tan-
gent at the upper end cf the curve and the bending away is increased
gradually^ until at the point representing the l/8" drillwe find
that the curve has bent around so that we have more time required
to drill per l/l6" of stock for the 1/8" drill than for the 3/l6"
drill.
Having obtained the curves-one for each kind of stock-we went
back and repeated all cf our work to prove absolutely that the re-
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quired number of holes could be drilled with one drill without
sharpening
;
in the exact time figured from the curves. This proven,
we were satisfied that our curves were correct for the work they
represented
.
When measuring the stock drilled and computing the time required
and comparing this with what we had observed in the actual work of
the Fitting. Department , our results corresponded with the best of
the observed times in coses where the stock drilled was approximate-
ly the same thickness as that drilled for the curves.
When, however, the stock was much thicker than that used in ob-
taining data for the curves, we found a few cases where our observ-
ed times were considerably less than the computed times. This we
were finally able to explain as follows:- The point of the drill is
conical. When the drill is started, the whole of the cutting edge
does not begin to cut at once, and at the breaking through the point
ceases to cut while the heel is still cutting its way through. In
other words, in drilling l/4" stock, for example, the drill is cut-
ting continuously while it moves through a vertical distance great-
er than l/4" by the height of the cone of the point of the drill.
This increase is the same for all thickness of stock. Hence the
thicker the stock, the less per 1/16" this addition would be.
Nov/ to ascertain the amount of allowance to be made for this;
the larger the drill, the larger the height of the cone of the point
(the angle of the point being the same). This at first sight would
lead to the conclusion that a different allowance would have to be
made for each size of drill. Here another consideration comes in.
The larger the drill the less likelihood of breaking the drill in
breaking through the metal, hence the less care required in coming
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through. It was found that this time lost in "breaking through so
combined with the time for the extra di stance^ that "by counting the
time for these two losses as 3.7/16" additional to the same stock,
we got correct results throughout. This was determined by further
tests on different thicknesses of metals, and when with this revis-
ion we applied our curves to the cases which before had puzzled us,
the results were very clone.
Using the additional 3.7/16" of stock allowed, making in drill-
ing l/4 11 stock 7.7/16" and in 3/4" stock 15.7/16" we computed the
curves seen in the upper left hand corner of the chart which gives
us the j ercent of the computed time, to be used for different thick-
ness of stock. Thus to drill a 15/l6" hole in l/4" S. B . S. we
simply take our 2.08" the time to drill per l/l6 " of stock, and
multiply by 4, the number of sixteenths, and we get 8.32". For l/2"
Stock, 2.08 x 8 x .76 (our percent of computed time to be used)
eq_ual 12.65". For 3/4" stock, 2.08 x 12 x .68 - 16.97".
Prices figured from these curves have now been in use over a
year, nd have proven extremely accurate, the only failures of
correct results being due to unusual differences in the hardness
of stock.
As explained on the chart, the straight line curves in the
lower portion give us the time to be allowed for changing and
grinding drills. In determining these, we first made the allowance
for changing drills, one per 37l/2" of stock, once per 25" of stock,
or once per 12 l/2" of stock, according as it v/as for malleable,
soft or hard stock. The grinding we got from experiments and fbund
that the ti: e to grind a single drill was practically proportional
to the diameter of the drill. Laying out a point to represent the
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allowance to change drills, its proper distance along the original
base line and from this point as an origin laying out our points
representing the allowance made for grinding, and drawing in the
curves for the different materials, we have "by these additions the
time to "hange and to grind drills. These are based on the number
of inches of the material drilled and reduced to time per l/l6" of
stock
.
The percents for rest and delays were determined in the usual
way "by observations taken directly in the shop covering complete
davs, four days in all. The delays noted on the chart are constant
delays, and that percent ( 8
.
3% of the complete time) is used in all
drilling work. Besides the 9jfe, a second percent varying fror:: 9%
to 13^s of the detail time is figured in. This second percent in-
cludes all necessary delays not included in the constant delays,
and varies in different classes of work, and in different depart-
ments, due to different arrangements for doing the work.
It will be seen that with this chart we are in a position not
or. ly to figure consistent prices for actual drilling work quickly
and accurately, but can also make very- close estimates on any piece
that is seen or even described. All that need be estimated is the
handlingj and this may be done very accurately by an experienced
timer. This ability to estimate prices and costs of work on pieces
not yet made is of no small importance in a manufacturing plant
where new machines are constantly being made, for an accurate es-
timated cost of the same is very essential and is an important fact-
or in maintaining the business as a profitable one.
As examples of the method of figuring prices by use of the chart
I will give the figures for a few actual jobs as figured and in use
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First are the figures for the drilling of a frog or steel frame
for a riding plow. This is made of 3/8" soft steel weighing about
fifteen pounds, is drop forged to a shape having two irregular
surfaces forming an angle of about 45 degrees with each other. The
number and size of holes are given in the analysis. The piece is
drilled by a jig fastened and held in position by two set screw
clamps. All drill bushings are of the same size, thus eliminating
the necessity of changing drills for each piece; holes to be drilled
of different size than the bushings are marked only by the drill
corresponding to the diameter of bushing.
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Drill Ho. 12 Progs, 3/8" soft steel.
Drill 4 13/32" hole 4 x 6 x 1.76 x .84 - 35.48"
Grind -4 x 6 x .47 - 11.2°"
Handle and jig 19.00"
Bet. holes 3 x 2 - 6.00"
Mark 6 holes 12.00"
Drill 3 15/32" holes 3 x 6 x 2.08 x .84 - 31.45"
Grind -52 x 3 x 6 - 9.36"
Bet. holes 2 x 2 - 4.00"
Handle — 6.00"
Drill 1 17/32" hole 6 x 2.45 x .84 -12.38"
Grind 6 x .57 - 3.42"
Handle -- 6.00"
Drill 2 11/16" holes -2 x 6 x 3.55 x .84 - 35.78"
Grind .7 x 2 x 6 - 8.40"
Handle ~- 6.00"
Bet. holes 2.00
Co;,nter-sink 5 holes 25.00"
Total detail time 233.55"
Complete time -4233.55 x 1.09) x 1.09 * 277.5"
Price per 100 at 22 i/ .1.74
Old price - $2.40
Saving per 100 — .66
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A steel landside 4" x 7/l6" x 14" hard bessemer steel was figur-
ed as follows :-
Drill #3 Gang Landside. 7/lG" H. B. S.
Drill 1-15/32" hole--- 7 x 2.95 x .84 - 17.35"
Grind 7 x 1045 - 7.32"
Handle 5.00"
Drill 1-17/32" hole 7 x 3.50 x .84 - 20.58"
Grind--- 7 x 1.145- 8.02"
Handle 5.00"
Countersink 2 holes 2 x 4- 8.00"
Handle- 5. CO"
Total Detail Time 76. 2^ "
Complete Time (7 6.27 x 1.09) x 1.09 - 90.62
Price per 100 at 22 1/2/ 57/
Old price 80/
Saving per 100 •- 23/
The time for counter sinking in "both of these cases was
taken from observations.
The following are the figures for a price for drilling a
7/32" hole in 7/l6" bolt stock.
Drill #4286. 7/l6" Bolt stock 7 3/4" long.
Drill 1-7/32" hole in 7/l6" stock--7 x 1.1 x .84 - 6.47"
Handle 5.2 "
Get and count 1.0 "
Set jig and arrange table of machine 1.0 "
Grind ---7 x .316 - 2.11"
Total detail time 15.78"
Complete time ---(15.78 x 1.09) x 1.09=18.75"
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Price per 100 at 22 1/2/ 12 /
It will "be noticed that in small jo"bs that come in small quant-
ities allowance is made for counting and also for setting jig when
jig is fatened to table of machine
.
Drilling a 13/32" hole in 1 l/8" OH. E. S. 8 l/?» long.
Drill #4676
1 l/8" II. B. S.
Drill 1-13/32" hole------ 18 x 2.5 x .63 - 28.35"
Grind 18 x .94 -16.92' 1
Get to table and count 2. CO"
Handle 5. CO "
Total Detail Time----- 52.27"
Complete time-- (52.27 x 1.09) x 1.09 - 62.13"
Price per 100 at 22 l/2 / = 34 /
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These curves also apply to pipe.
Drill #1104. Pipe l/4" soft pipe, 45" long.
Drilled on double hand lever drill. Held in jig by 3 set
screws and drilled complete at one handling.
Drill 5-13/32" holes 5 x 2 x 4 x 1.75 - 70"
Grind for " " 5 x 2 x 4 x ,47 - 18,8 "
Bet. sides of pipe 5 x 1 - 5.0
Drill 7-11/16" holes 2 x 2 x 4 x 2.55 - 56.8 "
Bet. sides of pipe 2 x 1 - 2.0
Grind for 2 ll/lG " holes 2 x 2 x 4 x .7 - 11.2 "
Jig and handle---- • — 35.0
Bet. holes-ll/l6" holes 5.0
Bet. holes ll/l6~ and 13/32" holes G.O "
Bet. hQjles 1st and 2nd 13/32 " 6.0
Bet holes 2nd and 3rd 5.0
Bet. holes, 3rd and 4th • 5.0
Bet. holes, 4th and 5th 6 .
Total Detail Time 231.8
Complete time ----(231.8" x 1.09) x 1.09 = 275.4"
Price per 100 at 22 l/2 ^ —$1.72
Old price 2.50
Saving per 100 .78
It will "be noticed that the pipe is simply considered as two
separate sections of l/4" stock.
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The method of applying this chart to the case of castings on
bars or pipes is shown by the following example.
Drill #4522 Pipe.
l/4" pipe-Mall. P159 on end.' 1 1
Drill 3/8" Mall. - l/4" S. B. S.
Drill 2-2/8" holes (through pipe and 3/8" malleable on
each side of pipe) --2 x 2 x 8 x 1.62 x .76 - 39.4"
Bet. sides of pipe 2.0"
Grind for 3/8" holes 2 x 2 x 8 x .445 -14.2"
Drill 3-13/32" holes (pipe only) 3 x 2 x 4 x 1.75 -42.0."
Bet. sides of pipe 3.0"
Grind for 13/32" holes 3 x 2 x 4 x .47 - 11.3"
Jig and handle 30.0"
Bet. 3/8" holes 5.0"
Bet. 3/8" and 13/32" holes--. 6.0"
Bet. 1st and 2nd 13/32" holes 6.0"
Bet. 2nd and 3rd 13/32" holes 5.0"
Total Detail time 163.9"
Complete time (163 .9" x 1.09) x 1.09 - 194.73"
Price per 100 at 22 l/2 / $1.21
Old pr: ce 1. 50
Saving per 100 .29
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It will "be seen that in computing the time to drill a casting on
a "bar or pipe, it would have "been incorrect to consider drilling
through a certain thickness of casting and add the time figured for
the "bar or pipe alone, as this would allow the time for "breaking
through twice. For this reason, the drilling of the casting is re-
duced to an equivalent thickness of the same metal as the pipe or
bar^ and the time is computed for a hole through a thickness of this
stock equal to the actu al thickness of the pipe or bar plus the
equivalent thickness of the casting.
All these prices are figured direct from a curve laid out by
very simple calculations to give the price per 100 at any hcurly
piece work rate for any complete time; see plate 8.
In connection with this discussion of drilling I wish to give
an illustration showing results gained by the use of high speed
steel, novo, in this case. This gain not due to increase of speed
of cutting, but due to greater durability.
The economy of high speed steel drills was considered, but al-
though no thorough and conclusive tests were made with these, their
use did not appear advisable except in me case. This exception was
With
found in the case of countersinking . the ordinary five lip counter-
sink for countersinking square holes in crucible cast steel shares,
it was found that 7 5/b of the detail time in the case of l/2" holes
and 20/.- of the detail time for smaller holes, was required for
sharpening. With the "Novo" steel countersink this was reduced to
9% for l/2 " ho/es and 5.4^ for smaller holes. Thus the use If the
"Novo" steel countersinks resulted in a large saving, but all the
saving as a result of reduction of time for sharpening. We were not
able to do the actual work any faster with this tool than with the
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ordinary tool steel countersinks.
Some of the prices figured for these two tools are given below:
Cresecent tool steel. ~Tovo
Countersink share with l-l/2" hole 13 / 8 /
" " " " & 1-7/16" 17 l/2 / 17 l/2j/
" " " & 2- " 22 4 15 l/2j/
" " 3 - 7/16" 16 4 14 ff
Men will often contend that the work cannot "be done as figured;
that they cannot make the wages that are expected of them. In such
cases after a reasonable trial "by the man himself, we undertake to
show the man that it can he done. V/e Will stay with him a full day
if necessary, so as to prove the correctness of the price "beyond a
doubt. First v/e give him the pace at which to drill, if necessary
drilling a few holes for him and showing him by the watch just how
long we took. Starting hiiri in again, we show hi) the time that he
takes for the same work, and insist and prove that he can come up
to our pace. Next we see whether or not he is handling the pieces
with the proper speed. We inspect the drills to make certain that
he is sharpening them so as to get the best results. The delays are
observed and if in any wav he looses time to such an extent that
he dees not earn his piece work rate, we are able by close obser-
vation to detect the trouble and apply the remedy. Such cases, when
the man after being directed does not make good the first day are
exte]rmely rare.
A man who once gets the pace on a few jobs does not usually have
any difficulty with any that he takes up afterward, so that it does
not take long to get the men educated so that they are able to take
up new jobs and turn out the required amount of work without any
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help from us. As another means of educating the men we have posted
a schedule of the correct speeds to use for the various sizes of
drills for the different materials.
Sometimes stock of unusual hardness is received which is im-
possible to drill as figured. To meet this condition , the foremen
are instructed to make a proper estimated allowance by allowing day
work. It would hardly he practical to ?iave a scale of prices that
would cover all conditions of variations of steel grades in agri-
cultural implement manufacture, due to the extensive use of old rail
stock.
The following is a comparison of the results cf our tests with
the speeds and time per 1" of soft grey iron as given in Kent's
Mechanical Engineers' Pocket Book.
Speeds From Kent From tests.
l/8" up to and including l/2" 660 to 160 420
17/32" " " " " " 150 to 105 220
We had a slower speed of 110 revolutions per minute, hut this
was not used.
Time per 1" of soft grey iron.
From Kent From tests.
l/4 " 23.43" 12.04"
1/2" 45.00" 22.97"
3/4" 57.3 " 41.24"
Revolutions per 1" solft grey iron Drilled.
From Kent From tests.
l/4" 125 84.3"
1/2" 120 160.8"
3/4" 100 151.2"
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The durability of drills when operated at the speeds determined
"by tests and as indicated "by the chart is shown "by the following
information. This durability is the average number of linear inches
that the drill will perform for one sharpening.
Material No. of inches.
Soft grey iron 25
Soft Bessemer Steel 25
Hard " 13 l/8
Hard open hearth steel 12 l/2
Malleable 37 l/2
Wrought iron 25
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PUNCH AND SHEAR WORK.
The punch and shear department was turned over to the rate fix-
ing department the fall of 1904; not so much for the purpose of re-
ducing labor cost as for the purpose of reorganization. Such a
program was made absolutely necessary due to the confusion that ex-
isted in this department which resulted in this department limiting
the output of the whole plant. jhe following description of the
application of the piece work system to this line of work, and the
ways and means £*iat the original investigation and final operation
were conducted, will further illustrate the close association and
intimate relation of metnods and prices. The employer, the super-
intendent and the student should never neglect the importance of
associating these two lire s of work, one following the other in all
cases. This, as has "been previously stated, in order to realize the
full "benefits and results of a change .
The reorganization and installation of correct piece work prices
resulted in several thousand dollars saving per year, and the making
of the department as efficient as our "best organized one.
At the time the department was assumed by the writer, the fore-
man was discharged for many good and valid reasons, and the writer
assumed entire charge of the department assisted "by Mr. Stone. In
this way we were put into immediate and close touch with the work,
the details of the needs and requirements of the department and were
thus enabled to make a thorough study of the situation.
The first move made toward reorganisation was to establish dis-
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cipline, which was indeed a negative quantity. This was done slowly
"but firmly and best accomplished by introducing new and experienced
men from other plow manufac taries , thus establishing competition for
the work, and in all cases the successful bidder being the best man.
After discipline was established and a comparatively efficient force
organized, the elementary timing of work and investigation was
begun.
When the investigation for establishing prices of this depart-
ment was commenced, a large part of the gang punching and a small
part of the single punching was piece work. All the rest of this
work and all cutting and trimming was day work. The piece work
prices in use at that time were high^ however, these served to set
a better pace for the men than the day work. As regards cutting
and trimming, the workmen were so slow that it was extremely dif-
ficult to get any idea of what could be done, as a result of avail-
able information being based upon such conditions.
All the work of the department was observed very carefully, and
timed in the usual manner, with such variations as the class of work
required. A large part of this work is done with the machine run-
ning continuously and the time per revolution of the different mach-
ines was taken and tabulated. See plate 10. We decided that there
would be no gain in trying to speed up these machines, and used the
tiroes per revolution as a basis for figuring all work with the mach-
ine running continuously, always for any class of work taking the
time of the slowest machine on this class of v/ork.
Before the investigation had progressed to any extent it became
evident that a correct allowance for trucking on all jobs was very
important^ as in many cases this made up a very considerable part of
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the time for the work. Our thought and observations result ed in
the accompanying curves for trucking under various conditions. See
plate 11.
The explanations on the chart will help to make these curves
clear. It will loe seen that all the times for trucking are found
from these curves in terms of seconds per bar. The hyperbolic
curved running from the upper right hand corner to the lower left
hand corner of the chart, show the number of bars, on the lower
scale, of any cross section as traced from the vertical scale on
the left hand side that will usually be put on either style of truck.
?or the lower curve the inner scale on the left is used and the
lower scale is multiplied by ten. These are figured on a basis of
3500 pounds as a load. For small trucks 2500 pounds was taken as
an average load and for two wheeled carts 1250 pounds. From these
curves it was a simple matter to figure the time per bar for all
sizes of stock- under the different conditions after determining by
observation the time required to move and replace each kind of
truck. Curves were laid out to give the time per bar when stock
was taken from a large truck and put on a small truck; also when
put on a two wheeled cart. Later additions to this chart were
made to cover other conditions of taking stock from small truck to
small truck, and from two wheeled cart to cart. A second trucking
curve, see plate 12, was laid out to give the trucking in seconds,
per piece from the weight of the piece, when taken from small truck
to small truck. There was a great deal of work for which the curve
in this form was more convenient. Again this curve is used almost
universally for all forge department work.
The time. for trucking is not an absolutely definite factor, for
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the men will use different styles of trucks for the same work at
different times, but by choosing the most probable method of hand-
ling any given piece and then applying the curves, we were safe to
assume that most conditions of handling stock would be properly met.
The time allowed for changing trucks is 2' 00" for large trucks,
and 1' 30" for small trucks. This is generous for the change is
usually made in less time, but whexi part loads are considered. this
is as it should be. Prices figured on this basis for trucking have
proved very adequate.
Work in a shop of this kind where all old lines of goods are
made along with standard machines, is of necessity very irregular
as regards the number of pieces of a kind made at one time. In
.
some work a man may work for days at a time without a change, and at
other times he will literally put in a whole day changing and do
only enough work to make a small fraction of his day's wages at any
reasonable prices. In view of this fact, a new idea was put into
practice in the shape of piece work prices for changes. At the
time that the gang punching dies were indexed
;
we had the men set
up all of these dies just as if they were going ahead to do the
work. This was done in order to make sure that all necessary bolts,
gages, etc., were at hand. At the same time we tried these changes,
and from the times observed figured piece work prices for all pos-
sible changes on gang punches. Each price for a change paid for
the setting up and tearing out after that job. See plate 4. The
same system was carried out for single punching and shearing. For
single punching the prices were figured from the efficient times
observed during the regular work. The elements of this time are as
follows :-
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Change trucks and arrange around machine 3' 00"
Check work 1' 30"
Get patterns 2' 00"
Set gages (1 hole) 3 ' 00"
Change punches 8' 00 "
Total Detail Time 17' 30"
Complete Time 21* 00"
Price at 30 / s 10 • 5 4 let = 11 4
Add 3' to the above for each hole over one that is gaged.
This 3 minutes =1.80 4 See table on plate 4.
For all changes the total detail times are all increased
20^ to include the elements of the Complete Time such as rest and
delays beyond the control of the workmen.
For changing knives the price 12/ was figured based upon
time taken from the average of a series of changes made by the new
foreman. The price for changing jobs, 6/ ^ n most cases, was deter-
mined from observations of actual efficient changes during work,
and includes changing gage, checking set of gage, and all other de-
lays incidental to a change.
In the case of both single punching and shearing ,men have
put in time slips with from 25/ to 50/ for actual work, and the
rest of their time was devoted to changes. However, under these
extreme conditions. the men have been ible to maintain their piece
work rate and in return
;
the company has been a beneficiary as well,
by receiving good and efficient work.
Gang punching is divided first into two classes, that done on
the small or regular size machines, and that done on the six and
nine foot presses. The former was figured on a basis of 30/ per
hour to the machine man and the latter at 35/ per hour.
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The work on the small machines divides itself into two classes,
namely punching from bar stock, and gang punching pieces cut to
length or dimension stock, the latter class including various
special jobs such as blanking and bending, as well as straight
punching
.
All work punching from bar stock, was figured for the work to
be done with a boy as helper to "shove bars". Oiling punches and
maintenance of tools was assumed constant. A constant allowance of
11" between bars was made for the boy to ret the next bar ready and
for the man to oil punches and clean away slugs and trimmings. The
time during bars was taken as the time for the necessary number of
strokes, increased by a percent to cover all delays such as pieces
in
sticking dies, or slugs or trimmings interfering. This percent was
taken as 5/b of the time during the bar for ordinary pieces, that
is, pieces between five inches and thirty inches long.
For pieces under five inches in length the percent had to be
increased because the pieces had to be removed from the dies with
.a hook, and this was not as quick as when the piece could be hand-
led b.v hand. Ten percent was allowed for pieces under five inches
long. In the case of pieces over thirty inches long the boy has to
be quick to get the bar into position for the next stroke, and if
he does not succeed in doing this, the machine man must stop the
machine. For such delays on pieces over thirty inches in length
20}o of the time during bars was allowed. The following will serve
to illustrate the method of figuring these prices.
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Punched stock 5" to 3C " long.
8 pieces per "bar.
Strokes Time of one stroke. f> added
Time during "bar 9 x 1.94 x 1.05 - IB. 33"
Bet. "bars 11.00"
Trucking 3.2 "
32.53
32.53
Total Detail Time 8 \ -- -- ----- 4.07
Complete time - 4.07 x 1.293 [fo for rest and delay) 5.26
Price per 100 at 30j/ from curves - 4^
Pieces over 30" long.
3 pieces per "bar.
Time during bar-- 4 x 1.94 x 1.20 9 . 312"
Bet. bars 11.00
Trucking 3.2
23.512
Total Detail Time--- 23.51 7.837
3
Complete Tire 7. 837 x 1.293 --10.133
Price per 100 at 30^ from curves 8^
Pieces under 5" long.
37 pieces per bar.
Time during bar 38 x 1.94 x 1.1 ---81.1"
Bet. bars 11.0"
Trucking per bar from curve - 3. 2"
9 5.3"
Total Detail Time 95.3 - 2.58"
37
Complete time 2.58 xi.293 3.3359"
Price per 100 at 30$/ from price curves---~2 f-p.

6 3
This was taken as a flat price for all pieces under five inches
long
.
These prices were figured with an allowance of 1 .94" per stroke
which is the time required for one stroke of machine #425, the slow-
est of the machines at which this class of work was done. The
29.3/o added to cover time for rest, machine maintenance and all
other necessary delays, was determined by observing different men
for whole days at a time and keeping an accurate record of all the
time not spent in actual work. The results of these observati ons
were compared and were gone over very carefully to decide how much o
each item was necessary. The resulting table of delays is given
below.
Gang Punching Delays.
00"
Oil and clean machine - 7 00"
Empty slugs and clean up around machine- 8 00"
Let roustabout clean up - 3 00"
Check setting of dies and gages 2 00"
Take out and replace broken punches --20 00"
Count bars, figure, report, and route
truck 20 00"
Outside delays--talking, receiving ord-
ers, helping other? , delayed by truck-
ing not his own 10 00"
00"
136 1 00"
/oDetail time for necessary delays 136 29.
600-136
3
-
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It was found that these delays would "be constant for practically
all gang punching. For very rough work such as pressing, the mach-
ine and tool maintenance was less and a second series of delays,
given "below, was allowed for this work.
Delays for rough gang punching work such as
crimping, pressing, etc.
Rest and toilet 60» 00"
Oil (5) and clean (2) machines 7' 00"
Clean and let roustahout celan around
machine 5 ! 00"
Outside delays, talking, etc. 10' 00"
Make out time slip 6 ' 00"
88' 00"
fo of Detail time for necessary delays
88 —
-17.2
600-88
To apply the prices as figured ahove to any particular piece,
it was only necessary to get the length of the piece and the length
of the "bars from which it is cut, and the number of pieces in a "bar.
This series of calculations gave a perfectly consistent series
of prices and there was no chance for any discrepancies in the
prices of the work of this class as done "by different men on dif-
ferent machines.
Curves, shown on plate 13, which were used in determining the
prices for punching cultivator beam stock- will serve to illus-
trate the general methods of calculating prices on this class of
dimension stock. This stock had to be considered separately for
the holes are punched in the weh adjacent to the bead. This results
in extra time "being consumed in removing the punched stock from the
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To figure a price on this class of work from these curves, first
determine the method of handling the piece; second, measure the
length. The time is then accurately given "by use of the proper
curve. Add trucking time and percent for rest and delays in the
usual way. The Complete time known, the price is readily determined
"by curves on plate 8.
Naturally the fastest way to handle the stock is to take hold
with the whole hand in the center of the piece. Handling it by the
fingers at the ends of the piece is faster than when the stripper
so cover s the piece that it has to be removed from the dies with
a hook. The position of the holes in a piece and the length of
Prom the observations and data on single punching, prices were
figured as shown by the curves given and explained below. It was
decided to figure all single punching both with and without a help-
er, the helpers being boys and unreliable, and not always available,
made this necessary. Purther^for all ordinary work with the machine;
t
running continuously, the price per stroke was figured to which
was a-lded an allowance for each handling to cover trucking and hand-
ling. This allowance was barbed on the weight of the piece. Thus a
scale of prices was established that included the greater part of
single punching and the attendant conditions.
The allowance per stroke is as follows
the strippers determine the method of handling.
Per stroke, (time of slowest machine)
5^ added for oiling punches & strokes missed
2"
2" x 1.05 --2. 1"
Complete time 2.1 x 1.25S{f, for rest and
delays 2.6322
Price per 100 at 30^ from curves 2
.
per stroke
.
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This percent for rest and delays was determined exactly as for
gang punching, and the individual items are given "below.
Single Punch Delays.
Rest and toilet ---- 60' 00"
Oil (5) and clean (2) machines 7' 00"
Empty slugs and clean around machine 8 '00"
Let roustabout clean up 3 '00"
Check work------ 6 '00"
Grind punches 3' 00"
Replace broken punches, 6 times 2' 3" 15' 00"
Lark truck and keep track of pieces, not
counting--------- ---< — - 4' 00"
Outside delays, talking, receiving orders,
helping others, trucking not his own, -10 '00"
Make out time slip 6* 00"
% of Detail time for necessary delays, 122 25.5
600-122
Considering that a separate price will be given for changing
.jobs and changing punches.
Count pieces and get to tale is included in the detail time.
Curve, plate 14, was determined directly from data and curve,
-
plate 15, was simply made out to give the time for trucking and to
add this to the time from curve, jjiate 14, to sex trie wuiji lauie
ana cuant. When the man works wxtn a helper, the allowance over the
price per stroke simply coveres the trucking. When he has no help-
er, the allowance includes time to pile on a table by his machine
and count. To get this time was the object of curves plate 14 and
15, and they give the time for the different weights of pieces.
Table on plate 16 gives the deductions from these curves and this
table is used for all ordinary single punching with the machine
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moving continuously.
After we had established this scale we went over all of the pat-
terns and with the aid of the foreman, who is himself an expert
punch-man, determined the number of handlings and the number of
strokes for each piece, and figured the prices for all, "both with
and witliout a helper.
As an example of the way these were figured, let us assume a
piece weighing 3-g pounds with two different sizes of holes, and
requiring six strokes to punch and handle. The piece would be--
6 x 2.2 - 13.2
2 x .37 - .74
13.94 - 14/ with helper.
6 x 2.2 - 13.2
2 x 2.1 - 4.2
17.4 - 17-^ without helper.
The old scale of prices was based on per 100 strokes with
a helper, which corresponded to our price of 2-%p for pieces weigh-
ing under two pounds and 2-g-c7 for jobs under four pounds.
Shearing
.
All cutting from bar stock divides itself into two classes,
cutting with machine running and cutting with machine stopped be-
tween cuts. The first determination made to figure this work was
the number of bars to be handled at a time for cutting, and the
second was to determine the length of the longest pieces that could
be cut handling this number of bars, catching strokes of the mach-
ine. It is true that fewer bars could be shoved to cut longer
pieces, catching strokes, but this would result in loss rather than
gain. The results of our investigations on these points are given
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below in table.
Stock No. bars handled at once. Strokes Time Longest shove
Handle possible
l/4 "0 6
5/l6"0 6
3/8 "0 5
7/l6"0 4
l/2 "0 4
3/16" 3
5/8 "0 3
3/4 "0 2
7/8"0 1
1"0 1
1 l/8 "0 1
1 l/4 "0 1
1 3/6 "0 1
1 l/2 "0 1
1 3/4 "0
2"0
l/2"xl/2" and
under 5
3/4" x 1/4 3
3/4"x5/8" and
under 3
up to 1 l/4 "x l/2 " 2
1 l/2 wxl/2" 2
w 1 3/4"xl/2" 1
" 2 l/4 "xi/" 1
11 4»xi/2" 1
Cult. Beam 1
17
17
15
13
13
10
10
7
4
4
5
6
6
6
15
10
10
8
8
4
5
6
5
34"
34"
30"
26"
26"
20"
20"
14"
8"
8"
10"
12"
12"
30"
20"
20"
16"
16"
8"
10"
12"
10"
40"
40"
40"
40"
40"
40"
40"
4 5 '
54"
54"
54"
48"
45"
42"
35"
35"
35"
35"
35 "
51 "
48"
30"
54"
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The cutting was divided with respect to kind of stock into four
main classes, namely, small rounds up to and including 3/4"; large
rounds 7/8" and up, flats, and cultivator beam stock. This includ-
ed most work and stock t*hat did not come under any of these heads,
such as angle iron, was figured, separately, however, in a similar
manner.
Having determined the number of bars handled at once the next
tiung was to decide how many strokes should be missed for handling
each set of bars; our results on this point, also given in the
table above, were of prime importance, and much time was spent in
getting these correct. The number of strokes given in the table is
the allowance when the bars are cut into pieces all of the saE'.e
length. Often to use the stock economically, it is necessary to cut
the last piece or even the last two pieces to different lengths.
This is dene with hand gages
;
and two extra strokes are allowed for
each piece cut in this way. One stroke is missed between cutting
the last piece of regular length and cutting the piece to the hand
gage, and another stroke is lost putting this piece on a truck and
putting the gage on the table of the machine
, where It will be handy.
All cutting from bars was figured as done with a helper to pile
the cuttings on a truck.
The delays allowed for shearing were determined as for punching^
by observing the time that men lost for whole days at a time and
deciding how much of this was necessary. These delays were found
to be the same for all cutting and trimming, and are given below.
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Shearing Delays.
Rest and toilet-^- 60'00"
Oil (5j and clean (2) machines , and let
roustabout c lean (3j around machines lO'OO"
Check setting of gage ~ •- 5'00"
Count bars, measure, figure pieces,
report, route and designate stock 30'00"
Make out time slip fi'OO"
Outside delays, (job work, talking,
receiving orders, helping others, de-
layed by trucking not his own-)-- •
—
10 ' 00"
123'00"
Percent of Detail time for necessary delays 123 - -26
' 600-123
Percent of Complete Time for necessary delays 123 --20. 5"
600
Outline of Method for figuring Shearing Prices.
I. Change knives. Separate price.
II, Actual work.
1. When machine is run continuously while cutting one bar.
a. Mo. pieces in bar, (calculated.)
b. No. of bars handled at time, (from table page 68.)
c. No. of strokes to handle this number of bars, (from
table page 68.)
d. No. of bars on truck, (from table).
e. Wo. of pieces on snail truck, (calculated).
f. Time lost on last pieces, (calculated).
g. Delays, (determined).
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2. When machine is stopped after each cut.
a. Time of actual cutting per bar, or slab-, and pieces
per bar to get time per piece. Curve for -various
lengths
.
b. Time of handling bar. (Same table as"c." above.)
c. No. of bars on trucks. (Same table as "d" above)
d. Ho. of pieces on small truck, (calculated).
e. Delays. (Same as "g" above).
In cutting very short pieces time was always lost cutting the
last piece as the machine very often had to be stopped for these or
they had to be cut one piece at a time, no matter how many had been
cut at once before. The allowance for this less is as follows :-
Pieces under 8" and over 6" long 2"
ii it g it ii ii 4 ii ii - 4
"
it ii 4 ii ii ii jp ii ii g ii
ii n
^
"
- 1
2
11
The allowance is the same for all work, but its main use is on
cutting bolts
.
We are now ready to follow calculations for any of this work.
Cutting Small Rounds.
Prices for small rounds were figured by applying what is ex-
plained above except that it was necessary to make an allowance for
crooked bars. As the stock came to the machines, it was bent so
that it v/as necessary to cut one bar in every twenty by itself, as
crooked bars cannot be shoved v/ith others. This loss and the al-
lowances made are given below, further amplified by cruve, plate 17.
To allow for crooked bars allow one bar per twenty to be put
through one at a time and allow less incident to this in cases where
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more than one bar is handled at a time.
The loss is occasioned "by the fact that it takes as long to cut
one crooked "bar as it would to cut six straight "bars, when six can
"be handled at once. Crooked "bars are of frequent occurrence and
are caused by shipment and handling.
Uow, I believe, I have given all of the details that enter into
the calculations for cutting small rounds, and I will complete the
explanation by giving an example from the actual figures.
3/8" stock. 5 bars handled at once.
5" to 6" long-- 5 l/2" is 36 pieces per bar.
Strokes up to la.st 2 pieces Time of strokes.
Time during car 35 x 1.65 57.7 5
"
Handle bars ---30.00"
Lost on end of bars 4 .00"
91.75"
Addition for crooked bars 1 . 15 5
4 5875
45875
100925
105.97
Trucking . Z. 5
109 .47
Total Detail Time 109 . 47 .608"
180"
Complete Tire .608" x 1.26 .76608
Price per 1000 at 22 1/2/ -~ 4 3/V
See plate 18 for prices for cutting small rounds.
Large Rounds.
For large rounds prices were figured to cover three conditions.
First when all the pieces cut are the same length; second when the
last piece is cut to a different length by a hand gage, and third,
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when the last two pieces are cut to a different length "by hand gage.
In these last two cases these pieces of different length are to he
turned in at the same price as the others. Then if there are four
pieces of regular length and two of another length, the cutting is
turned in as six pieces at the price for six pieces per bar, cutting
the last two pieces to hand gage.
This is the only peculiarity of this class of work, a.nd I will
give one example of the calculation for each class of cutting.
1 1/4" stock. Last piece not cut to gage.
Six pieces per bar.
Time during bar 6 x 1.94 11.64"
Handle bar 6 x 1.94 11.64"
Trucking
_4_. 6 "
27.88"
Total Detail Tune 27 .
8
8 4.65"
6
Complete Time 4, 65? x 1.26*5.859
Price per 100 at 22 l/s/ from curves - 2.7/
1 1/4" Stock. Last piece cut to hand gage.
Six pieces per bar.
During bar, 5 strokes 5 x 1.94 9.70"
Cut last piece to gage-- 3 x 1.94 5.82"
Handle bars 6 x 1.94 11.64
Trucking 4.6 "
31.76"
Total Detail Time 31.7 6 5.293
6
Complete time 5.29 3 x 1.20=6.669"
Price per 100 at 22 l/2^ 4.2/
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1 l/4"0 Stock. Last two pieces cut to hand gage.
Six pieces per "bar.
During the "bar, 4 strokes 4 x 1.94 7.76"
Cut last two bars to gage 6 x 1.94 11,64"
Handle bar ---11.64"
Trucking 4.6 "
35.62"
Total Detail Time- 55.64 5.94"
6
Complete Tii:;e 5.94 x 1.26 = 7.4844"
Price per 100 at 22 1/2/ 4.7/
See plate 19 for list of prices for cutting large rounds.
Plats.
Small flats, where as many as three bars are handled at a time,
were figured trie same except that they were on a basis of one bar
handled at a time. In a great deal of the flat stock it was pos-
sible to ha^ve the helper cut the last piece while the machine man
was getting the next bar. This is not possible with any other
stock on account of the shape of the knives. Although this saving
was small in seme cases, separate prices were figured for th°se two 1
methods throughout, and the cheaper is used whenever possible. The
saving means just one stroke on each bar. The following list gives
the divisions used to classify flat stock for applying prices as
figured
.
Divisions for Outt'ng Flat Stock.
5 bars at once, 3/8" square - l/2" square.
3 bars at once, 7/8" x l/2 M a.nd under.
2 bars at once. 3/4" square - 1 x 5/8" - 1 l/4" x l/2"
1 l/2 " x 3/8" - 1 3/4" x 5/l 6" - 2" x l/4" and under.
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Up to 2 l/4 " x l/2 1" square - 1 l/4" x 7/8" - 1 l/P." x 3/4" -
1 3/4" x 5/8" - 2 l/4" x l/?" - 2 l/2 " x 7/i 6" - 3" x 3/8"
3 l/2 x l/4" and under.
Up tc 4" x l/2.". 1 l/4" square - 2" x 1" - 2 l/2" x 7/8" -
3" x 3/4" - 3 l/2 s 5/8" - 4" x l/2" and under.
Above 4" x l/7" - Special.
Examples of calculations for prices for cutting the same piece
"by the two methods are given below.
Up to 1 3/4" x l/2". Helper cuts last piece.
Eight pieces per bar.
Time during bar 7 x 1.92 13.44"
Handle bar 4 x 1.92 7.68"
Trucking 3.5
J|
74.62"
Total Detail Tine-
-
24 . 62 " 3.68"
8
Complete time 3.08 x 1.2.6- = 3. 88
• Price per 100 at 22 1/2/ 2.4/
Up to 1 3/4" x l/2. Man cuts last piece.
Eight pieces per bar.
Time during bar 8 x 1.92 15.36"
Handle bar 4 x 1.92 7.68"
Trucking 3.5 "
26.54"
Total Detail Time- -26 . 54 3.32"
8
Complete Time 3.32 x 1. 26-- 4. 1832
Price per ICO at 22 l/?/ 2.6/
See plate 20 fcr price list for cutting flat stock.

r
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Prices for cutting cultivator beam stock were figured exactly
as for large rounds, and it is unnecessary to go into further de-
tails on them. See plate 20 for price list for cultivator stock.
Cutting with machine stopped "between cuts made up another large
class of work For this the curves on plate 21 and 22 were plotted
to give the time between cuts. The time for handling the bars was
allowed the same a3 when the machine was run continuously. The time
from starting a bar through to cutting the first piece was taken
as 1" less than the time between pieces. The time to cut a piece
to a hand gage was taken the same as between cuts. Below is given
an example of the calculations for" this work.
One bar handled at once. Over 1 l/8"0 or 2 l/4 x l/2.
Three pieces per bar.
Start through to cutting first piece 5 "
1st to 3rd pieces 2 x 6 12 "
Handle bar 6 x 1.92 11.52"
Trucking 7.5 "
36.02"
Total Detail Time-- 36 .02 12 "
3
Complete time- -12 x 1.26 15.12"
Price per 100 at 22 1/2/ 9.4/
Prices fur this work are listed in plates 18, 19 and 20.
There is a l^rge amount of trimming work and cutting to pattern
for which prices were figured by the same general methods as the
other prices. The trimming of plow beams and the calculations for
the prices afford a good example of the method of getting at prices
on the work, and I give the curves used to determine these prices
with explanations. See plate 23.
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In the investigation of this work, it was divided into the fol-
lowing: elementary times, trim front end or "A", mark r ar end "33
"
;
trim "B"; put beam on truck. While shear 'man -as doing this his
helper marked the front end and got the next "beam to the machine.
The trucking was taken as usual from the trucking curves. The
detail time for each of these operations is laid off, in the upper
left hand corner, on axes of time and weight. After points to cor-
respond to all observations were laid off, curves were drawn in to
give the averages. These gave us correct detail times for the in-
dividual elementary operations. The curves in the lower portion of
the chart represent the various combinations of these elementary
operations, that make up the work on different classes of beams.
Each of these curves gives us the total detail time for that class
of beams. The curves in the upper right hand corner are derived
from these and give the price for each class of beams in terms of
the weight.
In order to simplify matters
;
we divided all beams into five
regular classes as explained on the curve, and these included all
beams up to 110 pounds. Those above 110 pounds were considered
separately, as there are very few of these made. For each class
an average price was taken as the price for the class. For list of
prices for trimming beams as determined by curves, see plate 24.
It is no exaggeration to say that the output per machine at present
is between two and three times what is was when the work was done
day work. The tonnage that passes through a shear varies greatly,
but reaches a maximum equal to fifty tons per day. The men make
better wages, and thus we are able to hold a better class cf men
on the work with trie result that even at the increased speed the
work is done more accurately than formerly.
Thp "F.rifi.
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S95-5C.-8-05. RFFRF A TO ' MESSENGER: This copy toL/L.L.nt. (X WW. Specification Clerk.
DECISION MEMO.
U NUMBER TO BE r»
BO, ENTERED ONLY UalB
PLEASE MAKE SPECIFICATIONS CONFORM TO THE FOLLOWING MEMO.
NOTE.-BE EXACT. GIVE NUMBERS OF OLD AND NEW PIECES. SURE!
PROPOSED BY approved:
sales dept.
PURCHASING
RECORDED AND COPIES ISSUED
OPERATING
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S96-2M-8-05.
DEERE & CO.
DECISION COPY.
No. Date
messenger: deliver one copy to each, as below:
Experimental Room:
Sign and return to Spec.
Clerk when all patterns re-
quired by this decision are
completed.
Master Mechanic:
Sign and return to Spec.
Clerk when all new or al-
tered tools required are
ready for use.
Piece Rate Division:
Sign and return to Spec.
Clerk when all new piece
rates or changed prices are
determined.
Order Division:
Sign and return to Spec
Clerk when all stock to
manufacture under this
decision is in hand.

A Decision System.
There are three forms used for operating the Decision System
herewith described. Forms 1, 2, and 3 on pages 78 and 79. Form
one is used as the original copy and amounts to a request for change
as may he specified, hut "becomes a decision when approved by the
proper authorities. After approval four copies are made out on
form two and are sent to the parties designated at the foot of the
page, and pursue a course as suggested by the printed matter.
Form three is ordinary onion paper on wnicn copies are typewritten,
anu aenL to all the various foremen of the plant. The decision
copies not only authorize resulting changes, hut orders such changes
(
Copies to foremen are posted in a lark Twain Scrap Book, all such
copies are numbered consecutively for the purpose of enabling the
foreman to check and keep his record of copies complete.
Decisions cover the floowing changes :-
1. Changes in goods,
2. Changes in methods of manufacturing.
3. Disposj.Lj.un of stock on hand and extras.
Requiring decisions for changing methods does not in any way
limit the foreman's authority, hut is for the purpose of informing
all parties concerned and that following or resulting changes may
he taken care of.
Anyone from foreman up has the authority to write the original
decision, or a request for a decision covering all changes in mind.
Thus suggestions for improvements are in no way limited.
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< J obs - dang £*utich i
<ut 0.5. c
'o Sinah
r S/na/e
Flttrch- / OP
¥-1 cut Snr 'Msit/urSii 7bar i Punc/LE
-
lart.s - 4fi
jet .. — Co-
r u _ ge 5 itrg/t Pittiches - lumn.
?ce J3n
ire Bm
VI
ihe/r Pi
srtr B
*
tfrc/revs. t-trfi
4-Z.L Rem \ech» - Zit
h m
teA Sift445 Ch.inc 5- teP Teat out Sittf/t Pitt, A utt/lS 'rt/Ojioer-
Jobs - <i,P 1 H t* —
Cha T$e Si 3tV ,as f co 'umrt
4sa Ch(wgjt\ Hn/rcs- ^
Jobs —
453 Change Knires - 12. <f- \
- J obs —
498 ChtLHgi. tin ires - Chang t MS erC"ttntunat/ ctr, fe 0.5. ar SjM*/i Pima*. tUr.
lobs - cp 'it Sittgli fyjtcfi A> Ms.tr C tntbina/im —
i 2S/
_ 'leoiB/ta J— Chang t MS. rot'tmbi'iKit
zg/e Punc
itti- ttCimiiineti/M +s N.&. — tod.
1 OS t, Si t; jrS/ngioPttnch i o OS. - /op
r ) Tear oi toJt-i'na/i,in Punch 9/etfi- 3/tPSP
M i< — Die 3'/z<t
Riplac A I, — 7*-
*• ' ChaHc0 3o/.iMr B/iic/cs — 8:,,<t
4 Se,t i 'itig/e ft.idM as as, pi <?l3Jjt£t&- Z'/zl
Teyjzrz >' rL'/z*
mgJe^Pu.nch 5/ ripper - *t
i— Tegr_m it .. 3lt
Chat
Set ufiA
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tenrsut^Ancn njlieMlecKi fatLflSjJiiti dies
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DATE DEPT. TOOLS AND MACHINES SHEET NO.
MEN MATERIALS
REMARKS
l°L/t TB £~
DESCRIPTION AND TIME OF DETAIL OPERATIONS
Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Av.Tii
M. S. M. S. M. S. IH. S. M. S. M. S. M. S. M. S. M. S. M. S. M.
TIME Date
Total Detail Time
COMPLETE OPERATION
1000-1-0&-S 10(.
Total Time per Complete Operation—Includes Time for Rest and Necessary Delays
Per Cent of Time Consumed in Rest and Necessary Delays
observe:

f
-SCM££>Ui_E Of PARTS. FITTING PLOW BOTTOM
:
SHARE
STANDARD
MOLDBDARD
LANDSIOE
LANDSIDE PLATE
SHARE STRAP
SHARE BRACE
0-33
TI2
f/373
f/439
6 344
6 483
INSTRUCTION SHEET
Plate
MALLEABLE STANDARD PLOW
HICK ROOM WHt
9 report IT TOY
H ALL TEMPLA TE%
COMFUTIO IF At
I THE UiVAL TIME,
SEC.-SECON
Have malarial machined op prepared for the following series of Op.
LIMITS. SCHEDULE OF JIGS, ETC.
use JIG-
USE TEMPLATE -
USE GAUGE -
DESCRIPTION AND ORDER OF DETAIL OPERATIONS
OEXntPTION
"*
»i«
.r.»-
•'<• m
1 TT
MOLD * X J
/
a?
/
r-"
P. Alt
''At
HOLD to IN<IU ttMAP
PISTE, LAHDtlOt
mm*ca »HAmg
mold mmACt
HANDLE TO MOLD
/
/
/
/
;
/
21
1
1
• " >l
"
-//
$4 ; <**
" *5
/i "
/./
*
.
."
" LA1DUBA t*
1
1 ik "1 "
DCS TIME Worn
PRICE. BUT MOT
SEC] PC*
i T)I-T/£L -r/+.
stamp no. and Tern/ofate; T/<4ffH-
Brand shan* ^? by stamping letter—O
Hark and center punch hole on short I an. taide by template for cutter boll— T£f1?f>JOJ>te; 7V-7*.
Form and grind standard to inir up.
Put standard and landslde In vise. Apply share to standard; bold In proper position and mark share holes on standard: center punch the markn.
Mark and renter punch 6 holes on standard for mold and landslde bv template*. Stamp fitters letter on standard f^oio/ TVmpfa-t*: Tit*hl2-
Slot bole tn short landalde. (
Form and grind standard to Ot share
Bolt standard to share: one bolt
Check and adjust standard to squareness, and top surface to gauge. Apply landalde; rheek land aod i
Bolt aundard to short landslde.
Hammer bolt heads of ops. 8 and 10.
Check and adjust standard to squareness^ and top surface to gauge. Apply landalde: check land and i
Straighten landalde. •
«,
Joint landslde to fit share landslde and to secure proper aurk.
Mark tk\ standard holes on landslde. and 3 boles by template. Center punch all marked holes.
Mark No. on frame to correspond to landslde.
Slot two bolea In landslde.
Bolt hudalde to standard, one bolt
Check land. suck, and top surface of standard*/ g<**v<f+: /*W Ti+t.
Fit share brace to frame.
Mark and center punch landslde and share holes on brace. Stamp No. on brace to correspond to trame.^ajgy/f fajafMMaF pvncJl mo& toott hof* by COmfXJ&S.
Mark No. on frame to correspond to brace \
Form share strap. , •
Bolt share brace to frame, two bolts.
Bolt share strap to share.
Hammer bolt heads of o^t€-^fi£S In share.
Check land and squareness of landslde.
Apbly mold to frame and scribe standard, brace, and strap holes on mold. Center punch the marks and No. mold to correspond to frame.
Hark *S. boles on mold by template—
-^-y^
Chip and adjust corner or share for mold shin.
Apply mold to frame, adjust standard, strap, and brace to Ot
Joint mold and grease the Jolnt«>d edge.
Shim under mold with asbeBlos. or upsrt standard, strap, and brace,
Hammer bolt heads of op. 33.
Holt upper end or mold to standard and hammer boll head.
*
Pwt handle block bolts In mold Put wood and minium washers on bolts and brand tag a* t
Joint landslde plate.
Mirk. ^ holes on plate through laadelde: scribe the rront end hole, allow for draw ta i |
trimming. Sump No. on plate to correspond to bottom^^^ torfCrt* *o/T Atf/w* nVF ^4*rV */ tetryto**' T//~/aZ 9-/+.
mot & holsa In plate.
Hammer handle bolts In plate In via*.
Bolt plate to landslde ^ bolts, and to standard, oaa holt Put eandl- bolts la plait and out wood an.l mmawon washers on belta
Hammer all bolt heada In plate
Calk all Joints when and where an i nary.
Che-kjand. suck, and stralghlnesa of lanrtaloe (triad bottom aad rear edge- or landsMt) >M
I'm complete bottom oo floor for Inspection
36
07
/ so
tS so
07
mold and aharf n > . - 1 . Iloll mold to Inn holla
IS
'42
OB
30
/67
9/6
/6
.63~
. /<9
S3
.08
/a
/ 3C
/ CC
/3
/&
C3
+3
IS
30
30
/ 3V
3S
/ OO
.33
/• S3
3 ZO\£3&
45
/ 33
Mark mid | I inim h rvar end for
/ .39
£7 .3/
30 34 30
2 43 ^ -43-
/ /e .09 / /8
ZO 2.3 ZO
/ 30 i03 / 30
ze .28 23
ACTUAL TIME REQUIRED SV FITTER PER BOTTOM
-*
.'•
r
" " " HELPER "
TOTAL ACTUAL TIME
COMPLETE OPERATION.
2.3'/t>"
2- 3 ')8 "
,39'79 '39- 32
4i
.33
.30-
./*>
.98
.63
.20
44
4<5
.49
2lO
.33
33
60
/.SO
/.9/
.63
JIMP. REQftlRFD PER BOTTOM.
FOR DETAIL OPERATIONS.
• TO DRESS EMERY WHEEL-
TO SHARPEN TOOLS.
TO GET SUPPLIES.
ALLOWED FOR REST AND MISCELLANEOUS DELAYS.
J 4- TOTAL TIME. THIS IS
FIGURED ON A BASIS OF 00 OR »
RATE F°* BASIS OF LABORJCQSI.«~- "—- i n ..I
Pirn p-mt an/Harrf m IV fcuu 0/ 30 <nUW *» S" )<«»• ««<2 7£/» blpn. Irk.
men aiirag* Ml will tribute rraliu thit rait.
RAPID AND SKILLFUL WORKMEN, ABLS TO EAHIt HICHSR RATES, ARE ESrSClUll
Of-
SOU. IT IS THE POLICY OF THE MANAGEMENT TO PERMANENTLY RETAIN
SVCM RAPID
WORKMEN IN PREFERENCE TO LESS SKILLFUL
The pnen svm an ^ "* h *»* "*
"M°dl
of manfartur, «. mfcjlrf, ond aa» »/ IV
«-V*.l«l a«Tdl«m< a/krW. It, f~ aall It aaVaaW
acmrdtngll/.
PRICE PER IOO PIECES
*£7 OO
23 3&WHEN I MAN'S ORDER IS FOR 35
OR MORE
n •• 34 OR LESS
SO./ PER CENT OF TOTAL TIME ALLOWED FORtREST AND NECESSARY
DELAYS
DEtHE A CO.



Plate 8.

Plate 9.

Plate 10
Speed of punch and shear presses.
Machine !To.
110
419
4<!0
421
422
425
4^6
4<±D
458
490
49o
106
459
per stroke. R. P. M.
1.62" 37 .50
1.88" 32 . 26
1.62" 37 .04
1.88" 32.26
1.94" 30.93
1.94" 30.93
2 . 24 " 26.78
2.00" 30.00
1.62" 37.04
4.28" 14.2^
1,92" 31.60
2.04" 30.00
2.20" 27.2





/ 2. 3 + £T
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Plate 16.



Plate 18.
DATED
:
July L am
CANCELLING ALL
PREVIOUS LISTS.
PIECE WORK PRICES.
HUTTING FtniTS.
Prices pfr lono
DEPT.43_
SEC.jL
Page
ucn<j th P/ecesper f3ur
'A? it
6 Burs
•%" o
4 Sors. 3Ba rs
R'e m a r A s. •
2 tundar j /* 4-fe £
i/o to 3" 4 " is
"
?^
2,4 •-
8 "
8/a ••
Pnqe for chanainq hnires
3 • 4 4 •• 4# ", 5 <aP
4 51 4- A'/e " 5/* • & /a 8%-
J » 6 L - 4% • 5/ fa* •• 9 "
6 • f\ L 5 " 6 r ...
'
n
7 8 5k (of* - 7/z •• 9% •
S ' 9 5% " Coh » L7* 10 "
9 • io su 6 " &fa 7% iQZr-
10 • t 2j 17, 5
J/+ •
_ 7W- 8/&
9* •
IO3/*-
i Z id Cfr 6* » 7* 1 Z'/k'
I3h- - /3\ G
3A 8pfe •• ko'A - 13
1 2, 7'A 7ft \
8^ •• " / I3&
// 7/s - 8'6 "\ 9^ • hi 4- •• /4 » •
/0
I
8 " 9^ •• //* " /4<z
9
;
e>% 9% j / 0'^
•• / 2& •• /5/a-
S // I3'/*- • /6&-
y\
~*1
'/& /M 4 /s 1 4>£ > / 7^"
; /?+ • / 2^ • /4
/&
1 6 " /9
s / /4/z » 1 8 - Z !'/&
4- / b " 16 /9 Z ( " 35
4 I.Q
Price.
Z.o a.4 3.8 3.7
3 s.
a
a.
4
2.8 3.3 43 \ Machine i topped betneiin cuts
Z 3.0 J.3 3.8 4.4 55
1 55 5.9 6.8 7.7 9.4
J—
»
CUTTING C /// T/i/ATO :*A7 STOCK
Pieces Pri ce pel- 1 00. R e m a r k 5.
per L 3ar A S c
to / Q " A* Z4- Z.I f- /9 d 2< A - La. cut to
ID 14- /(. 2.4 • -2.2 • 2 5 n t ., ..
gage
/•*/ a 'S 3.6. " 2. 3 • s.e c -a ••
1 2.S " 2, 5 • 3 1
9 3.9 " 2 6 " 3.2
8 3- / " s.r - J.5 rLQ Jim 'f>s - 6 f.) 7 J. 3
'
S 9 < 3.7 JOb i —6 1
6__ 3 0, 3./ « 4U
5 A.O .5.4 - 46
<4 4.6 • 3.3 .5-4
/its
..... .
4 (0.1
1
-L-
b.B - ppsd hi ttveen < Ufa,
8.3-
(/ 35-
<*

Plate 19
DATED:
Cancelling all
previous lists.
PIECE WORK PRICES.
Cut Round Stack ?4'Diam. 4n(/£K£E-
DEPT. JB
SEC.^
7bto.
r. f «.«
a »
7"
9
//"
I 3 L
n • c•a
45
JJ
2 2
/6
/J
/ /
9
8
7
6
5
.
[4"'
3
3
Z
I
l.B
1.3
Z.O
2.2
2.4
Z.I.
27
2.9
3.0
3.3
3.7
4.2
5. I
7 7
/2.2
/. 7
I 8
A9
20
22
23
24
25
24
2.8
3.0
3.4
4/
AS
2
2.2
24
2 6
2 8
3. O
3 2
3.
5
3 6
4.3
3
6./
?7 O u n d
cngi
5
7
9
I I
I 3
I 5
1% Ft o u n d
Length
Pie ce
5 - 7
7-9
9-/1
-13
I3'*IS8
re 174
,19 3
toZl.75
rc 248
°29
"348
t°40
Piecesf
Bo
62
46
31
23
/ 8
15
I 3
/ /
10
9
a
7
6
5
4
Pr i
A
1.9
«/
2.3
2.5
2.7
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.3
3.5
3.8
4.2
4.7
4 7.8
3 8.8
/0 e
/"'
IB
i.
a
is
z.o
2.2
2.3
25
26
2 7
2.8
2.9
-3./
3.4
3.7
4.1
47
A 9
2.0
2.2
2 4
27
2.9
3 I
3 2
34
3 6
3 9
4.2
4 7
53
Pic i ts
Bu r
54
40
27.
2d
/&
I 3
I I
I
o
9
8
7
6
5
4
S
/
l.B
1 9
2.0
2 2
23
2 5
:2.7
2!s
28
3o
3.1
3-4
3.8
.4.4
3.8
(o.4
7 7
/3.3
/, 7
/. 8
/. 9
Z.O
Z.I
2.3
2.4
2.5
2\5
a*
2.7
2.9
32
3.6
/.8
/ 9
2.0
2.2
24
2.6
2\8
3 o
3- /
3.3
3 6
3.9
44
5. /
1% Bound
Length
Pi e ct
° 5
7
9
//
/3.
/5
52
39
26
19
15
I 3
1
1
9
a
7
6
5
4
Pn c e
A 9
2.0
2.2
2.5
2 7
2 9
3./
3.3
3.5
38
42
47
5.5
-B
/. 8
/.9
2^/
2.3
2.S,
2.7
2.9
3.0
3,1
3.4
3-7
4.1
4.8
1.9
g./
2.3
2 6
2.9
3./
34
3.6
33
42
4. 7
S3
C.3
I /& 7? a u n d
Lenqth
of
F/ee
7
9
/ /
/ 3
/ 5
/ 6.3
/a. 6
2/2
248
29.7
375
40
Pi ec.es
54
40
2 7
2 o
/ 6
13
1
1
/ o
9
8
7
5
4
4-
3
2
I
l.B
19
2.1
2 3
2.5
2.7
2.8
2.9
3
3 2
3 5
3-8
4.2
5.0
Alt B
hit
7.2
d:s
1+4
l-B
A 8
Z.0
2.1
2.3
2.5
25
2.6
2 7
2.8
3
3 3
3. &
4.2
/. e
1.9
2. /
24
2.6
2.8
3.0
3. 2
3.4
3.6
3.9
4.3
4.9
5.7
ffou n d
Lencj-ih
Piece
78
8.6
/ae
/8.0
.'5
7
9
//
/3
/5
/&
I 8
20.5
24
28.8
36.
Pieces
Per
Bo r
48
36
24
1 a
74
/ 2
/ o
9
a
7
&
5
4
Price
1.9
2.0
2.3
2 5
Z 8
3
J 3
3.3
3 S
3 8
4 2
48
5.6
7.8
8.6
IO.Q
16.0
l.B
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3
3.0
3 2
3.4
3 7
4 2
48
2. o
2. I
2.4
2.7
3.o
3.3
3.7
3.7
3.9
43
4.7
5.4
6.4
,4" : Lastpc. cut to yaye
B- ' -net
g.gl.. " "
L ength atSan Taken
"Remarks.
/ j
/%'
/£ »
l'/z°
/A '4"
/3'5"
A3 5"
/5'6"
/3'2
120"
Length ot piece
given in column to
oftftlj to pieces
cut togaye o/f/y.
Machine btoppe^d
between cuts.
7>lactiine stopped
ctefneen cuts.

J 2- 3 + *~ * 7 & 9
Time, in seconds berTtoe-cn au.ts
tv
On
3'
P
*
(V
u
>
a
*h5
s
o

Time* in Seconds be-twee,*, au.tra
v.
ft
ft
ft
f>
Si *1-
u
?
ft
ft
ft
?1
5
ft
ft
*
a
*
v
^
US %



Plate 2,4
DATED:
July i-aa
CANCELLING ALL
PREVIOUS LISTS.
PIECE WORK PRICES.
TRIMMING PLOW BEAM&
DEPT. B
A—
-
A A e=
as GS B£Ar* CJ-AS-S BEAM CIA3S «« /:/!><
)) ))b 30 O AOworn c
l—U s SiMASHCO Foot ftot i ro Foot. C 90.
A
73-3
C
A
93 /34 £.
9 S «fc 3
'I ^ Bx ^ m
§ f
$
a
\ %
O 94
A/33~
I
*
*
:dl I \ * c /3& B
* *
s
» ^ 5
n
,1 « * SI fc *-sb c
A/O
vYonn, /3~7
? 3
t i
'
1 3
i s J B 5 IS? /ao /*& BCL. ASS
E 8 s
* ? *
v
5
^
^
3/ C /O/ 73} t O
BA *.o<t *IA *./o Ut 3^± C /c V
./I '? ./<4 ./3 33 C /03 76/ C
C ./e> j*o .J-9 ^.4 .30. 34 /04
D . 0O .32. .^.3 3-/ .3? 3* B /0<S A
£ .04 .30 .30 37 .46 <Sd C /#o B
37 /£>7 A
30 B /oe
/of
//O
/ex.-
767
760
B
B
31
4/
C
AA A DA A 30 . fM c tiB.
AC A DB A 3C S f/V c 6f 4*! C /// /69
AB DC A SO AB fO HG 43 c i/a /77> c
AF A DE. B SB. c 4f e 6H 44 D //3 777 c
AJ e> DP B 3F B 4ft c 6J~ 4-3 C f/4 /7*Z
•
ah
AC-
B
B
D<J
DQ
B
B
3G
3H C
4S
4T
B
C
6M 46
47 c
//*-
//6
/73
774
B
C
AM B DU B 3J B +U o 4S f/7 77S- B
AN GA B 3H B 4W c 6>N 4<? C 1/0 /76 O
AO c &B C 31- c tx B 6>0 C 3^/ c //f 777
AP c 6 C B 374 4Y C OP C 3^ a /^O 770
P At? c GO C 3fJ B 42. O tiff D S~3 £ 101 c 77? A
AS c GF 30 C TAB c liS O 3-4 C /00 c /SO A
A7 c GG c 30 B *AC a & T £. 3~3~ 19 A 73/ c
AU c GH B 3ft B IAD £ <t,U C 3-& C /^.4 B /S2 c
An GJ C 3S C fAE. C 6w c 3-7 /03- /03
AX C GK 3T fAF C 6X D 33 c C 704
AY c GL. C 3U B TAG & Y 3~r /B.7 D /0£- A
BA A GM c 3V C TAH £ SZ £ 60. /^0 B /06 B
BB A &/W o 3W C &A B 63 B /^9 7S7
/00BC A GO c SX c 4TB B 6AC C 6+ O /30 C
BB B GF> D •3 Y a C x 1 B /&/ C /09
BF B GR 3 Z. c &-£> x ^ c *7 B 132. C /90
BJ B GS ; 3AB c ^£ B "J 60 /&3 c 79/
BH B &T B 3AC o fp B #4 69 /34 c /?0
Bt- & GU C D B *S 7a c A/&A~ c /93
494
c
0M B GH.1 B 3AF D *tb 7/ B A D
BH B GLe C JAH B *7 B c '37
/ isl
£ £
BO G/1.? c <3BH tS, B *e C 73 c
//;
B7H
B.
BF> C GN* o B *i BS 74 C
3 ft B on B ~3we C •tTM C *n c 73- c /40
/4/
c * A
B5 B GU* • c 4-A c 76 c c
B T B i e +0 B SO £ */3 B 77 c
B<J B GZ-lJ c fC c &p C */4 c 7S c A/4~3 c
0*. B G*Ll: & +P B Sft C */t£ c 79 c /44
BIA/ G*1LJ c 4E B &s */6 c 3)9 /4&
BLl B GeLt c 4F B *'7 c S/ A/46
B GUf - c C su 0^ i /47
BOA A G^i^/ B 4JL B 5W c */f c A03 , A/40
BOB A G^J ' B fj 9 &>A c n /4?
tJOC A FH C •c« c 60 . D 3-/ d /6~0
BOO A 3» 3 *t- D 6C~ c 0f /3-f c
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